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PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT
IS BACK

Washington. D C. June
sugar interests and then efforts to re-tain a protective duty cm sugar, were
ogam under scrutiny when the senate.
U.--B- ee,,

1

j

Tokio, June 13. Count Gombei Ya- mamoto, the premier, addressing a
of journalists on fore,Kn
hprj
he deepy re.
cg; gaid to
Umt the controV,,.sy over the
.viifnrnia alien land
ownership legislation was still unset
tled. He added that witli due regard
to the Importance of maintaining
peace and friendship between the
United States and Japan, the government was taking appropriate steps
and, knowing the high sense of justice and humanity of the American
nation, it looked confidently for an
amicable settlement.
He also announced that the government was introducing administration
reforms which would effect an economy of .35,00O,O0O.
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Sena-

June 13. DeWilmst.ad, Caracas
tails of the recent political disturbances in Venezuela, where a large
number of prominent men were imprisoned or took to flight following

Washington,
tor Ashurst today submitted the report of tlie woman's suffrage soimnlt-tepassage of the accusations of conspiracy against tha
recommending
Chamberlain resolution for a constitu- government, reached hero today.
It is stated that a plot to assassinate
tional amendment for suffrage for women.
president Juan V icente Gomez was
ot
"In this republic," says the report, frustrated by the imprisonment
"the people constitute the government. General Oelgado Chalbaud and a number of his friends. The plot was to
They are its creators and its mainbeen carried out a few weeks
tenance; they are the government. have
That the granting of the elective fran- ago.In
circles in which General Calbaud
chise to women would add to the
is well known, it is stated, that there
fairstrength, efliciency, justice and
was no plea of any kind agaiiiBt Goness of government, we have not the
mez.
The president is declared to
slightest doubt.
have imprisoned General Chalbaud
"It is anomolous and archaic, in a because of jealousy and fear that ho
free republic, professedly made up of, might become a candidate for tho
controlled by, and administered for presidency next April. In connection
all the people, to deny to one half of with the approaching campaign for
its citizens the right of exercising a the presidency, there is much specuvaluable function of citizenship
lation in Caracas. Many believe that
The elective franchise, thus preclud- Gomez will try to succeed himself aling that one half from the right and though such action is contrary td
power to say what law or policy shall the constitution.
be its rule of conduct. And this
ar.aloiny becomes odious and abhorrent when we reflect that the particu- WILSON FACING
lar half of citizenship thus excluded
CURRENCY FIGHT
U the incidental one half from which
springs so much wisdom, courage,
13.
A
D. C, Juno
Washington,
counsel."
and
e

resumed hearings.
The extent to which public documents have been circulated in behalf
of the campaign to retain the sugar
tariff again 'occupied
protective
much of the attention of the commitl
'
tee.
President Wilson's name in connection with "white house influence" for
the tariff bill, was brought before the
senate lobby Investigating committee
again today by Senator Gallinger, who
declared the president had come
"periously near lobbying" in some of
the things he had done in connection
with the tariff bill. Gallinger did not DIRECT PRIMARY.
make a direct charge that the presiSAYS ROOSEUELT
dent had "lobbied" for the tariff bill
but the intimations on his testimony
senators
were taken by Democratic
Buffalo, X. Y., June 13. Theodore
tc be so broad that they subjected Roosevelt spoke here in favor of di- him to a long cross examination on:rect primary legislation in New York,
the subject of white nouse Influence, supporting the campaign of Governor
Senator Gallinger's statement came Sulster. His speech follows, in part:
He was
as a profound sensation.
"Governor Hughes failed in getting
about to leave the stand when Sena- because the
his legislation
through
GENERAL
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tor Reed asked a final question.
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hend the questions upon which they ents questioned the president inefthe very
repudiating
CURRED.-.
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"What do you think ot a public off- ence solemnly
AMERICAN OFFICER AND
vote; attempt to learn something of fectually on specific, topics, but ascerpromise on the strength of which they
icial that gets up a sc&ie about an
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character and fitness of the person tained from him that he believes much
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June l:;. "Proh-- honest measures: refuse, directly or
Charleston, W. Va., June 13. That
Washington, I).
The president expec's to put in a
believe
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correct.
not
is
statement
men, returned senator Gallinger.
UNDERWOOD BILL MAY GO DOWN uhly no fiercer battle since American
war were necessary to
to accept a bribe and re- busy week, lie will give serious
indirectly,
Would you regard it as a species of that it should be really party and not the rules of
r
r cupiitioii," it tha description by
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term to my own satisfaction, perhaps tisan bosses is for the decent people, viction stated to the senate coal strike
i
his report by cable today to the the will of the people and therefore as the various bills that are in process
a
I would not like to say.
It was
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war department.
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the law, and continue to fight for a of formation.
species of lobby influence."
and progressive Democrats alike, to man S. B. Avis, who was prosecuting
The .Moras made desperate attempts lighteous, although defeated cause so
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afraid to use their own judgment .lest freedom of the Rtate against the men the strike began.
Washington, I). C, June 13. With
and that nothing but the influence of
beaten back and overwhelmed. success."
the people suspect them of lobbying," who stand shoulder to shoulder for the
"Feeling ran bo high in this con- majority members of the senate fin- finally
"We submit," the report concludes, the president will accomplish agree
of the troversy," he said, "that I believed it ance committee continuing to approve Their leader, Amil, and several noted
persisted Senator Nelson.
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political
were reported killed, but thu 'that, the class of voters sought to be ment upon any one bill.
"It so impressed me," replied Sena- people.
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poses," returned Gallinger.
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demand some change that they
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ted
officials in proclaiming martial law.
think will bring them relief from the
fluence used in behalf of free sugar prohibits the use of party funds ut priratification."
Because this line of testimony wa3
Senator Newhuuls told his Demohigh cost of living. But the rank and
cr free wool or free anything else is mary elections, and it limits the desired
to be heard by the entire cratic colleagues today that the tar- THREE UOLUMES
Senator Ashurst said he would use file of the people, it is conceded, are
as objectionable as anything else." amount that, .may be expended by a
committee, it was unable to carry out iff bill might go down in history as
forceful energies to secure a vote on not deeply interested in the ctirrency
Senator Reed tried ro draw the line candidate.
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of dividing the inquiry maintaining the Atlantic coast and
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resolution at the special session, problem.
Then maybti they can be
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between the president acting in
"Personally I wish there could
individual members of the middle western states on a protective
but that he would not press it in such shown the possibility of receiving diof the people who elected him an amendment of the proposed bill. among the
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committee during the morning
basis, while drifting the southwest
a way as to arouse opposition or inter- rect benefits from reform in the existand private interests conducting a I should like to see open and responsiand the weBt to a free trade basis.
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fere with tariff legislation.
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the only far western products tion between coastwise lines had prac- to influence legislation."
Washington, D. C, June 13'. Pres- thought, however, that the president's
closed doors. I wish to
tically been eliminated and that all es- ident Wilson today made the following O. K. on a bill will carry a currency
Denver, Colo., June 13. There was (retained on the dutiable list.
'The sugar men were represented," sits behind also the need of a short
ti'.blished lines from American ports nominations: Minister to Cuba, Wm. measure through the house.
subdued excitement at the morning
At the same time he added,
said Senator Reed. "Don't you think emphasize
and honest session of the second trial of Harold 4,000 articles competitive with nearly
The president will not attempt spe
the were in "agreements."
B. Gonzales, of South Carolina; ministhe president had a tight to use his ballot and of a thorough
V. Henwood for the killing of George products of eastern
corrupt practices act.
factories were
"In the domestic trade,' said Air. ter to Nicaragua. Benlaniin 1.. Jeffer cific recommendations id his message.
influence?"
u 18 understood, but will point out the
"Moreover, as we Progressives wish ft. Copeland. The implied promise ot put on the dutiable list. The sena- Alexander,
"The president had a right to make
between son, of Colorado; minister to Costa
"agreements
same rights as sensational developments found origi- tor Insisted he was for Democratic
his statement in messages
to con to see women have the
steamship lines to regulate competi- Itica, Edward J. Hale, of North Caro- great importance of prompt changes
- men,
wouia line io pui women aa nal basis in the arrest of John T. Car- harmony and explained
that his tion don't play nearly as prominent n lina; assistant treasurer of the Unit- in the present laws.
gress."
on both our state and our ver, a witness, just before court ad- warmth of expression "in a recent
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men
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part as in the foreign trade. Rut nnm- ed States at St. Louis, Willard D. Van
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committees.
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Diver.
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president of the United States has county bill for which Governor Sulzer journed yesterday afternoon on a speech had
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Garver came here from Sidney,
upon any members of congress?"
Springs, Colo., is a physician and is
James of Kentucky on the sugar tar have been or are
on the part of the system and I
Senate.
used, to con- now registrar of the Colorado state
"I would not undertake to do so. 1 vance
Neb., and testified to certain threats iff.
being
I
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work
of
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it.
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in
am
heartily
trol
carbetween
heard
water
which he claimed he
Sylvester
competition,
have no disposition to criticize him
land board, und was for several years; More testimony taken lipfnrp tnhhv
As to sugar, wool and citrus fruits riers in the domestic trade.
with any man to .try to get enacted L. Von Phul make against Henwood's
unfairly."
state senator. He and the president inve8tigating committee.
law and practice any part of the life.
contended for a gradual reduction
he
into
"In the trade, with foreign ports, are friends
Mr. Gallinger added that he did not
Finance committee Democrats conof the tariff and urged the authoriza- the committee found at least 7(1
platform, and I never will
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defense claims that Henwood tion of a
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content
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special
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to
a bystander
understandings
regulate lumbia, S. C, State and the son of Am- recommendations on tariff bill
plaining because more offices were not
become part of the fundamental shot and killed Copeland,
ing of the secretaries of the war, infilled and more nominations not sent has
with a bullet from his revolver which terior, and of agriculture, to make an traffic and in many instances pool th brose Jose Gonzales, a distinguished
our
land."
of
law
business."
to the senate.
went wild at the time he shot and kill immediate study on the
Cuban patriot.
Senator Ashurst submitted report ot
subject and
"You don't mean to intimate that
ed Von Phul three years ago.
to the senate.
Demo- - woman's suffrage committee, recom-cratl- c
report
Hale was formerly
Major
the president is holding up certain ap WILL DO AWAY
Bottom,
Later Attorney John
COMMITTEE IS
state chairman in North Caro- - mended passage of Chamberlain reso- was
pointments to compel them to vote fol
chief counsel for the defense,
was once consul at Man- lution for constitutional amendment
and
WITH
lira
legislation they don't desire?"
ABSOLVED chester, England.
called to the witnes-- stand by the COLLAPSE OF BIG
He is active in extending suffrage to women.
"I make no charge."
Bottom previously had
prosecution.
BLOCK INJURES
House.
North Carolina politics and is a close
Denver, Colo., June 13. The elimi- read from the records of Henwood's
London, June 13. British cabinet friend of Mr. Bryan,
Met at noon and adjourned at 12:13
MEN ministers
SEUERAL
nation of the tipping system and an first trial, and according to the prose
were today absolved by the
P. m. until noon Tuesday.
NEW HAUEN WRECK
effort to iuic.0 tlio liability of death cution had substituted the word
committee
from ail
parliamentary
INVESTIGATED claims in railroad accidents from "hand" for "arm" in that portion Vancouver, B. C, June 13. One blame in connection with the scan-ma- COMPROMISE
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Von
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Kansas City, Mo., June 13. Three
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resting
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are reported buried in debris, and contracts between the British
of the six men arrested last night for
Stamford, Conn., June 13. One ad- mercial Travelers of America having
that the word
Bottom insisted
were seriously injured today in eminent and the Marconi Wireless
now
ditional death was added to the list
public speaking on tho lock-ou- t
MexNew
over
Colorado,
EfSan Francisco, Calif., June 13.
"hand" was used in the previous trial. the collapse of a four story business company.
were lined $500 each
of those who were victims in the col- jurisdiction
here,
prevailing
which
its
and
recico,
opens
Wyoming,
John A. McDonald, who took the
The report of the parliamentary
block in course of construction here.
frts ,0 compromise the police scan- by Judge Burney, in the North Side
lision of the first and second sections twelfth" annual
convention here today.
AH of the victims
are workmen, committee which investigated the af- - dul in San Francisco by an exchange Municipal court today. The men deof the Springfield express here late Governor Ammons welcomed the del- ord of the first trial, testified that the
word in question was "arm."
Firemen and volunteers began prop- - fair declares there is no foundation of light sentences for pleas of guilty nied they were connected with the
six.
yesterday, making the total
Frank Industrial Workers of the World, or
man egates at the opening of the grand
ing the tottering walls to enable them for any of the charges made aaainst fell to the ground today."
Gregory Hume, a newspaper
council session.
of sharing that
to search the ruins for the missing Attorney
D. Esola, already convicted
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World,
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employed by
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men. The building is of concrete and Isaacs, chancellor of the exchequer profits with bunco men while he was purpose of making labor addresses.
died this morning. The condition of ASSOCIATED ADVERTISING
sentenc-Generor Postmaster an officer of the law, will be
HAS THE LOCUSTS wood construction. The concrete sup- David
The technical charge against the men
seven passengers who are at the StamCLUBS OF AMERICA.
ed tomorrow and the other seven po- - was blocking a sidewalk.
Herbert L. Samuel.
port of floor beams is said to have
ford hospital was good this morning.
13.
ninth
The
Baltimore, Md., June
licemen under indictment
some for
away, throwing all but the
All of them will recover.
Lincoln, Neb. ..Tune 13. The seven- given
annual convention of the Associated
and
walls into the basemnet.
OFFICIALS INSPECT ACADEMY.
conspiracy, some for larceny,
INVESTIGATE AT ONCE.
removed
was
The wreckage
during Advertising Clubs of America finished teen year locusts which made their
D. C, June 13. Dr. 'some for both will plead not guilty
Washington,
New York, June 13. The prelimicolinto
the
the night. The inquiry
its business today and adjourned to appearance in the southern portion of
and
stand
of!
trial.
IN FIELD WITH 1,000 MEN.
t.auro Muller, Brazilian
minister
nary investigation by the interstate
lision was begun before daybreak.
meet at Toronto next year. William the state early in the week are mov"At no time", said District Attor- - commerce commission of the St. Louis
Eagle Pass, Texas, June 13. Con foreign affairs, and h;s party were
- Woodhead
Thor13.
was
San
and
of
northward
have
D.
in
settled
June
Francisco,
ing
C,
stitutionalist headquarters at Piedras entertained today by being taken to ney Fickert today, "has this office and San Francisco railroad receiver' Washington,
ough investigation of the New Haven elected president; Walter B. Cherry Johnson county in large swarms. They Negras received official advices from j Annapolis to inspect the naval acad- - been pledged to any compromise. The ship will begin at once in St. Louis.
N.
collected
P.
in
vice
have
Y.,
wreck near Stamford,
Connecticut, of Syracuse,
large numbers in Governor Castillo Brito, of the State' ems', where a special drill in their cases in hand will now be pressed Agents of the commission
president;
today aswill be made by the interstate com- S. Florea of Indianapolis, secretary, the orchards amid young trees. No of Campeche, that he had taken the (honor, a luncheon,
vigorously to prosecution and the evi- - certained that most of the records
and T. D. Laquatte of damage has been reported as yet but fleld with 1,000 men
merce commission. Plans for begin- and
inspection of the buildings dence presented will be followed desired were at St. Louis
agninst provision- flights
Des Moines, Iowa, treasurer.
I
the insects keep up an incessant noise. al President Huerta.
...
ning it were started today. .
wherever it may lead.
(war arranged for,them.
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EVERY STREET IN SANTA
Has Its Share of the Proof That
ney Sufferer Seek.

Good Old Potatoes

6

FRIDAY, JUNE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FACE TWO
E

Kid-

Kidneys weak?
Distressed with urinary ills?
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
Use what
Don't have to look far.
Every
Santa Fe peoplj recommend.
street in Santa Pe has its cases.
Here's one Santa Fe man's experience.
Let Joso Ortii y Baca, of Alto St.,
tell it.
He says: "In 1907 I used Doan's Kidney Pills for pains in aay back that
had troubled me for three years. They
brought prompt relief and proved so
satisfactory that I gave a public
statement in their praise. Now after
two and a half years have passed, I
tesgladly confirm every word of that
timonial. I can add that I have since
used Doan's Kidney Pills, giving them
a more thorough trial and have received great benefit. I know that this
remedy is a cure for backache and
kidney complaint."
Pnr Kale bv all dealers. Price i0
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents, Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United
States.
Rememuer tne name Doan's and
take no other.

85c Per Cwt.
WINTER GROCERY CO
PHONE 40.
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SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Domestic Lump

Fancy Lump

"BUT IT

OF CRICHTON."

Phone One Double 0 J.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
all points in New Mexico, Ari
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO

FROM SANTA FE

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
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BUT IT

Blood Disorders
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YET COME

MATTER AS
WILSON
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Effect

,
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BOY

PRESIDENT
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TIME
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Remedy That Has Shown
Remarkable Purifying

FROM THE INQUIRY INTO THE LOBBY

1913.

PONT BE ALAR

MAY Yell Defiance

DEVELOPMENT

Backache?

AT- -

9

r

13,

THEY

WANT TO KNOW ABOUT HIS RE
SENATOR

LATIONS WITH

RESOL,VED
ALWAYS

THAT
Washington, D. C, June ID. Now
that the senate committee investigating President Wilson's charge about
the existence of a tariff lobby has been
instructed to inquire i;ito the president's own activities in forcing
through this legislation, a very interesting line of inquiry may be opened.
An opportunity is afforded at once to
learn the truth as to certain reports
which have been in circulation in
Washington concerning the relations
Letween the president and Senator

Tan Get Rid of Blood
S. S. S.
Trouble
The1 word medicine is one of the
mom abused in our lunUiKe.
There
are certain medicinal properties just
as necessary to health as the food we
n
eat.
Take, for example, the
tonic medicine S. S. S. This
medicfamous blood purilier contains
inal components just as vital and
essential to healthy blood as the elements of wheat, roast beef, the fats
and lie sugars that make up our dally
ration.
As a matter of fact, there is one
ingredient In S. S. S. which serves the
each
active purpose of stimulating
cellular part of the body to the heaUhy
and judicious selection of its own
essential nutriment. That is why it
regenerates the blood supply; why it
has such a tremendous influence in
overcoming eczema, rash, pimples, and
all skin amlctions.
in regenerating the tissues
And
S. 8. S. has a rapid and positive antidotal effect upon all those Irritating
influences that cause rheumatism, sore
throat, weak eyes, falling hair, loss of
weight, thin, pale cheeks, and that
weariness of muscle and nerve that is
generally experienced as sprint? fever.
Get a bottle of S. S. 8. at any drug
store, and in a few days you will not
and energetic, but
only feel brlg-hyou will be the picture of new life.
S. S. S. is prepared only in the laboratory of The Swift Specific Co.. 137
Swift Bldg.. Atlanta, Ga., who maln-tnl- n
a very efficient Medical Depart-ni'ii- t.
where all who have any blood
of n stubborn nature may
write freely for advice and a special
S. S. S. Is sold
book of instruction.
everywhere by drug stores, department
anJ general stores.
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HARDWARE MERCHANT TO DO BUSINESS
HARDWARE MERCHANT
COMMUNITY. A
MUST BE AWAKE TO WHAT HIS PATRONS REQUIRE. HE MUST BE
AWAKE EARLY AND ALL THE TIME. WE ARE NOT LETTING OUR
WE ARE RIGHT ON THE JOB, READY TO
BUSINESS RUN ITSELF.
SHOW YOU OR SELL YOU JUST WHAT YOU ASK FOR AND SEND
YOU AWAY SATISFIED WITH YOUR PURCHASE, AMD TO BACK UP
EVERY SALE WE MAKE.
PHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
PHONE 14.
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Thompson, of Kansas. Mr. Thompson
was said to be concerned about the
welfare of the beet sugar concern at
liurden City, Kansas, where he lives,
and it was reported that lie was inMEN AT WORK
clined to oppose the provision of the
MIMBRES
ON
tariff bill reducing the duty on sugar.
WOOD-DAVI- S
FARM PROJECT About that time, Henderson Martin,
the Democratic state chairman of KanPhone 14,
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
for the purcame to
Deming, X. M., .lune 111. The slat's sas,, as he Washingtonof
the
announced,
"cutting
pose,
spent
engineer, ;Tames A, French,
Mr. Martin saw the president
Tuesday with the manager of the pie."
'
Rio Alimbres
Irrigation company, and subsequently announced that a
would be made in
certain
reclamaappointment
over
company's
that
looking
Wichita.
Senator Thompson, as the
tion work northwest of town.
Miss Helen Swope returned home story goes, was opposed to this apTuesday night from Staunton, Va., pointment and wrote a note to the
where she has been attending school. president expressing his feelings. It
The Mimbres Valley Alfalfa com- is reported that the president prompton ly replied, expressing
surprise and!
pany have now 45 men at work
their property east of Deming. They asking Mr. Thompson to come to see
intend to clear and smb the entire him. Mr. Thompson did go to the
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
10.MO acres in the next few months. White House and thereafter it was an-Three traction engines are at work pounced that the Wichita appointment
ODS, Electricity plays a moat impoon the tract, plowing, harrowing, disk would not be made.
BE NEXT THING
The grandfather would
rtant part.
ing, building roads, testing irrigation
Recently, Thomas W. Morgan, of Otwells, etc. There are five well rigs tawa, Kansas, was appointed warden
that
13.
the radiance of the modat
amazed
111.,
be
Trousers
.lune
Chicago,
in operation with one emergency rig. of the federal
at Leaven- are not trousers, skirts that, aro not
penitentiary
at
wells
ill
These rigs are bringing
ern home and why all this light? To
The last worth. This is regarded in Washing- sliirts, but a combination of both the
the rate of one a week.
ton as a personal victory for Senator tiouserine will be offered by Chicago
make the home more homelike to make
irrigation well was completed a week Thompson who had unsuccessfully re dressmukers as the " cure for thnc
ago, ana win aanver wnen equipii
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
about commended Morgan's appointment to naughty, naughty, but the popular
with the proper machinery,
The
slashed
skirt.'
General
McReynolds.
for father, mother and children. Oood light
2,000 gallons per minuie. On the nine Attorney
one
is
of
considered
the
will
women
modern
pi1!
juicest
job
delivered
Hereafter
well
the
hour test yesterday
that Is easy on the eyes Is very much to be
on her "Pantaskirt" over her feet, not
The political plumbs in the west.
1,600 gallons of water a minute.
of
two
The
over
dreams
head.
Now
many
it is reported that Senator
v.mnum cause after the first
desired.
are coming true. The women
hours pumping showed a draw-dowThompson is prepared to support the
of seven feet. After three hours the iiuinjiusii auun ui an yuiiiia uii me uu-- i going to wear the trousers. T'if
vacuum gauge showed that the water : bill and lias no further thniieht ofimodists say: "Let her have 'em and
had risen in the well to the pump lighting free sugar. This attitude may! that settles it.
and that there was practically no have nothing to do, of course, with
When the Chicago dressmakers'
to
at all.
these patronage matters and that is jsociation, which is determined
U G. Fischer, president of the Rio one of the things which the new line make Chicago styles of the liatirn,
Mimbres Irrigation Co., was here of Investigation may determine.
opened warfare upon the little slash
The senate investigation of Presi- that first disclosed only an insten,
Tuesday conferring with the mana- ger of the company. Mr. E. H. IJick- dent Wilson's charge that a strong then an ankle and finally well some
A. G. tariff lobby is at work is a good thing are covered by lace its members beford. It is understood that
Spalding of San Diego, California, who as far, as it goes but it does" not go gan searching for a respectable, ye'
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
if also on the board of directors of the far enough. It ought to include also satisfying, substitute.
IENT as to touch the button and
Rio Mimbres Irrigation company, will the preparation of the bill in the
Everyone knows that trousers are
be here in a short while.
house. There have been numerous in- perfectly respectable, and if on the
your stove Is ready to cook your
A. V. Sloss has accepted a position dications that special interests were man why not on the woman?
of
as solicitor for the Heralds
iron ready to use, your toasted
Liberty potential in the preparation of the
The newest in feminine limb coverLife Insurance company, and is solicit- bill in the ho.use, although in this case ings is just a great flaring ankle-ieng'ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuing business in Santa .Rita this week. they represented importers, whereas pair of pantaloons, so covered with
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
Ira O. Wetmore returned to Deming ii. the
one
would
on
the street,
preparation of Republican bills drapery that
Wednesday after an absence of three they represented manufacturers. The never notice them at all. Trousers
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatweeks.
one
mere
an
ana
is
are
same.
of
the
Theiand
drapery
course,
principle is,
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
Miss Julia Porter left Deming Wed- method
Mexican slash on the trousers
house com-nthe
employed
by
in
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
nesday afternoon for her home
mittee was such as inevitably to lead either.
inforCripple Creek, Va. Miss Porter has to a good deal of pressure upon senaday and night Estimates and full
been employed in the city schools for
tors for changes in the bill. Nummation cheeerfully given.
the past year.
erous small manufacturers who were
-Eugene Stevens has returned to unable to secure any information as
Deming from the Madero mines east to the provisions of the bill touching
o Guaymas, Mexico, Mr. Stevens retheir business until after it had left
ports the conditions very unsettled in tlm Dpnin,.r:,tin mirniis
fontirl when Sun and Wind Bring Ugly Spots, How
that part of Mexico, especially since then came to
to Remove Easily.
Washington that it was
the Huerta government attempted to
Here's a chance, Miss Freckle-face- ,
to secure any change in the
impossible
disarm the citizens,
to try a remedy for freckles with the
returned Wednesday house, but they were told, upon appealR. H. Case
of a reliable dealer that it
mem
to
Mr.
and
Underwood
other
guarantee
ing
from Santa Fe, where he has been on
bers of the ways and means commit- will not cost you a penny unless it rebusiness.
moves the freckles; while if it does
PHONE 85 MAIN.
A. W. Mailer, chier' engineer and tee, that no opposition would be made
the house to the adoption of rea give you a clear complexion tho exby
of
tho
Federal
Light
superintendent
is trifling.
company of New York City, is in Dem- sonable amendments by the senate. pense
.Naturally, this turned all these manuSimply get an ounce of othme
ing on business.
facturers to the senate, where they double strength from your druggist
FACTORY WOOD
are now met by the investigation in- and a few applications should show
PUT AWAY PICKLES
WOOD
SAWED
This adroit you how eaBy It is to rid yourself of
Mathematician Figures Out the Food stigated by the president.
,
WOOD
CORD
beautiof
Dem-matter
the
the
a
COAL
and
freckles
manipulation
the
by
get
homely
Question.
ocratic leaders is calculated to give ful complexion.
Rarely is more than
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL
If anyone requires a clear head it is the appearance of a genuine effort to one ounce needed for the worst case.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Be sure to ask the druggist for the
He must put through a bill uninfluenced by spea teacher of mathematics.
reason in the abstract as it were, and cial interests while, in fact, it covei'B double strength othine as this is the
full concetration of mind is necessary up any special work that may have prescription sold under guarantee ot
it correct results are to be forthcom- - been done in the preparation of tho money back if it fails to remove
bill in the house. It would be extreme; ing.
ly interesting to see a thorough and
An Ohio man writes:
NOVELTY WORKS.
investigation of the1
"I am a teacher of mathematics and conscientious
104
Galisteo Street
104
for 15 years prior to four years ago, I making of the bill in the house as well
Self-intere- st
either took a lunch composed of cold as of the alleged lobbying in the
sandwiches, pickles, etc., to school or
makes Screens, etc. of all
hurried home and quickly ate a hot
Ms,
and Repairs Furkinds
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dinner,
ENGAGED
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1913.
8,
niture. Upholstering. We
"The result was that I went to my
The most natural, the most
MAY HAVE BEAUS
make
the
Capital
City
.
afternoon work feeling heavy, dull of
Intruis-ticmost
For this occasion the A., T. &
human, if not tre
brain and generally out of sorts.
Fly Traps. Also Porch
bond is that of
F. R'y will sell tickets to
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Kansas City, Mo., June 13 An en
Finally I learned about Grape-Nut- s
Swings, Seats, etc. Step
There are thousands of assoFe and return at one'and
Santa
noonto
use
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for
food and began
my
Ladders and Fruit Ladgaged bir,l may have as many beans
ciations, leagues and societies
one-fif- th
fare for the round
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day lunch.
all over the country that bear
ders. Also do all kinds
from
all points in New
trip
"From the first I experienced a great receipt of their attentions on her pari
of
a
force
to
the uniting
witness
of repair work.
Mexico.
cause.
change for the better. The heavy, un- is no bar to recovery of damages for
common, personal
The biggest eociety in. the
pleasant feeling and sour stomach breach of promise- - if, in a fit of jeal
Dates of Sale, June 14, 15, Ii.
SANTA FE. N. M.
Telephone 157 W.
diet
former
the
caused by
disappeared. ousy, her fiance breaks off the engage
country is one that has no presiReturn Limit, June 21, 1913.
The drowsy languor and disinclination ment.
Prices Reasonable. AH Work Guaranteed.
nor, in fact,
dent, no
to work soon gave way to a brightness
Yet
This decision has been written in tiany specified organization.
- II H. S. LUTZ, Agt., SANTA FE.
..
..
and vim in my afternoon work, a feel- the law of Missouri by Judge Robinpractically every man and woman belongs to it
ing entirely new to me.
son, in the circuit court here. He
It is the Society of Newspaper
"My brain responds promptly to the was hearing the breach of promise
Readers. Their only bond Is that
requirements put upon it, and what is suit in which Mrs. Mary Cogin, a di
of more importance, the results have vorcee, was suing Leo Rice, a wealthy
of
,
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declares that
longer
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tie engagement only after he had
they must learn what the news
"My wife had been suffering from learned that Mrs. Cogin was in tne
weak stomach accompanied
papers have to tell them, not onby sick habit of receiving the attentions of
ly in regard to general events
headaches nearly all her life. She is other men when he was not around
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Name given by Postum Co., Rattle Robinson said. "She was not married,
matter
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Creek, Mich. Read the booklet, "The and even though she was engaged to
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its advantages and pceti- n
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head to Wellville," In pkgs.
marry Mr. Ric that was no bar ti:
are
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that
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Ever read the above letter? A new her receiving the attentions of other
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INSTITUTE

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

o

NEW MEXICO.

ROSWELL,

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Looaied in the beautiful Pecoi
Vslley, 3,700 feet above sealeve),
unshlne every day. Ooea air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewhere In America.
teen officer and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
Regents

:

R. A. CAHOON. President.
E. RHEA,

J.

J. P. WHITE. Treasurer. .
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

r
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address,
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SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
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SWASTIKA LUMP
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REUNION
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Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ANNUAL CONVENTIONS
NEW

MEXICO

SUNDAY
--

SCHOOL

ASSOCIATION

1st to 3d and
SANTA FE, N. M., JULY
JULY 4th to 6th, respectively
For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will protect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from sta-

tion Farmington, Aztec, N. M., Durango,
Antonito, Colo., Etpanola, N. M., and all
directly intermediate stations.

SELLING DATES:
From Farminjton and Aztec, N. M., June 28th.
From Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito ) June 29th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 30th,

RETURN LIMIT, JULY 8TH.
&

P. A

S.A.INT.A.

16-1-
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NEW MEXICO CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR UNION

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F.

SANTA FE, N.

League" of America
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iter by evaporation. In this way the
INTERVIEWS AND SCANDALS. DEMONSTRATIONS IN
water is retained in the soil lor the
miso of the plant. Deep plowing gets
NEUER DIUORCED OR HAD DIAMONDS STOLEN,
the soil in good physical condition
CUL
THE SOIL for the growing
YET MAUDE IS U. S. MOST POPULAR ACTRESS.
of plants.
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SPECIAL TO WOMEN
Do you realize the fact that thousands of
women are now using

A Soluble Antiseptic Powder
as a remedy for mucous membrane affections, such as sore throat, nasal or
pelvic catarrh, inflammation or ulcera-

Write for sample
pages, full par-

ticular, etc
Wamo this

paper and
we will
send free
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G. &C. Merrum Co.
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SPORT

BIGGEST FLOOD
ARTESIA HAS EVER
HAD, THURSDAV

e

-

crs.
Superintendent Conway then introduced Prof. W. T. Conway, of the
State Agricultural college, who then
addressed the teachers in a demo-

M., June I?,.
The greatthis section lias ever known
swept over the country
yesterday,

Artesia, N.

j

est

h. I

water-holdin-

Pustiwu.

photo
MAUDE ADAMS.

millions for herself.
By all the accepted canons of dra-jnnThough a
matic art Afaude Adams is the worst public figure, she is as inaccessible as
the emperor of Japan.
actress in the world.
This aloofness is part of her charm.
Her elocution would give any village

elocutionist the shivers. She slurs her
s's. She doesn't do anything righl
according to accepted canons.
Yet she is the most popular actress
on the. American stage. Why?
InShe has never been divorced.
She
deed, she has never married.
stolen.
never tyad her
diamonds
Scandal has never attached to her
name. She is not transcendently beau- tii'ul. She never talks to interviewers.
Refusing to court bubliely, she gets
It by miles of columns.
The public long ago tired of Nat
Goodwin's many wives, Frltzi Scheff's
tantrums, the tendency of the late
Richard Mansefild to hurl pork chops,
and all the eccentricities of prominent
stage folk.
Maude Adams has proved her worth
by not resorting to these unworthy
aids to success. So far as is known,
she never had a love affair. She is
The
passionately fond of children.
wrold lost a fine mother when Maude
Adams became an actress.
She has made millions tor Frohman
i

mm

i

linn

i in

i

The public knows nothing and never
will of her individuality of private life.
All alleged interviews with her are
fakes.
You could stay at her hotel and
see her. She enters and leaves
bv a private entrance.
Maude Adams refuses to be seen in
moving pictures. For one film she has
been offered as much money as she
can earn in a season.
The head of a great moving .picture
other day:
syndicate boasted the
"We'll get her yet."
Tint he never will.
It will not pay you to waste youi
time writing out your legal formB
when you get them already printed
at the New Mexican Printing

It will not pay you to waste
time writing out jour legal
when you can get them already
ed at the New Mexican Printing
pany.
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flood

coming from overflowing of 1he
and Eagle
river, Cottonwood
creeks. Morn than ten thousand acres
were flooded. Wednesday night on
Inches fell in
Cottonwood creek thr-;an hour, some hail accompanied the
Rains have been falling
downpour.
frequently since last Friday. Several
bridges on the Santa Fe were washed
out and all trains are delayed. Rural
mail carriers started out, but were
forced to return the water was so
deep in the roads. The Star route
carrier started for Hope, but abandoned the trip when he reached tho
Eagle bridge, finding both approaches
washed away and a torrent of water
Telepouring down ten feet high.
phone lines are working and reports
continue arriving of floods everywhere
In
but there has been little damage.
some places the water is flowing
through country homes located along
the banks of the streams.
Parties
went out in all directions on horseback
to give assistance if needed.
The
,,
,,
people on the fiats nepr the mouth of
the Penasco river were warned from
soil, leaving holes or openings as the
their homes as the b'g flood in that
soil dries out all the more quickly,
stream is expected momentarily. RidFor this reason it is necessary to have
ing out the main road to the oil fields
the soil cultivated, harrowed
and
after leaving Artesia, a mile, the depth
worked down closely.
AVEHILL HARRIMAX, on left, son of the late railway, king, discussing of water
constantly increases until It
It is good practice to keep the sur-- l Yale chances with Coach Gold of England, who is
teaching Yale crews the is more than three feet deep, often
i.ice muicnea o
irequent plowing, English stroke; and G. S. Maslagan, former coxswain of the Oxford and times flowing very swiftly.
thus preventing the escape of the
eights, who seem to be illustrating an interesting point.
Tha county road running north and
south makes a bed for this stream,
but it is insufficient to carry the flood
OLD INDIAN FIGHTER MAY BE TRIED FOR MURDER OF
and in many places water has broken
MEAGHER OF THE SWORD
down the irrigation ditches.
Many
large orchards are - thr?e feet deep in
WHO DIED 46 YEARS AGO.
water and the new- crop of alfalfa is
in many places flooded so that only
the blossoming tops rbow above tha
water, making a strange but beautiful
j sight as
they bend and nod in the
breeze. The floods are doing incalculable damage. Dry farmers will
make bumper crops where it ia regular irrigation, this flood coming as it
does between alfalfa harvests, but
moistens the land and adds to leaving
salt from the mountain. The people
are jubilant and the o'Jtlook is brighter than ever before. The Pecos river
is now half a mile out of its banks
and a greater volume of water is expected, as it is constantly rising. All
The
other streams are overflowing.
flood from the Eagle broke through
restraining ditches west of Artesia
and all morning there was a river
through the main streets of the city.
CHAS. DINSMORB.
lesson on soils, showing the
and
soils two kinds of soil were used, the
coarse gravel and the fine sanded
loam. Into glass tubes containing
these different soils, water was poured
and it was shown that the fine sandy
lcam retains five times as much water
as the coarse gravel soil, thus showing
that frequent irrigation or frequent
rains are necessary on the coarse
gravel to be grown.
Capillarity, or absorbing power of
the same kind of soil, was also illus1
trated by other tubes, showing that
the gravel soil absorbs much more
readily but that the finer soil will bring
it up from a greater depth. Thus illustrating that crops in the finer soil
can go longer without water than in
tlle gravel-neveU was u,so brought out in discus- sion that tho Pawing under of trash,
like stubble and weeds, is not good
.
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from .Miss
Myers, superintendent of industrial education, was read to the teach-

INTERNATIONAL
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TO

A communication

WEBSTER'S
NEW

JSRSuinU- -

INSTITUTE.-H- OW

Con-v.n-

teachers.

tion, caused by female ills? Women who
have been cured say "it is worth its
weight in gold. " Dissolve in water and
apply locally. For ten years the Lydia
E. Pinkham Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine in their private correspondence with women.
For all hygienic and toilet uses it haa
no equal. Only 50c. a large box at Druggists or sent postpaid on receipt of price.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with, the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
hajf a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

OF THE AGRICUL-

MAKES THEM BEFORE

The institute program consisted of
a number of songs by the school and
a vocal selection by Sexto Garcia.
The conductor and instructors made
a number of announcements regarding
the work of the institute,'.
Superintendent Conway made a few
remarks concerning the reading circle
work, urging the teachers to do this
work as quickly as possible. He also
of being
pointed out the advantage
subscribers to the New .Mexico .lournul
of Education.
Prof. Wagner read an invitation
from the Sisters of the l.uretto academy inviting the teachers to attend
their school exhibit next Sunday afternoon.
Communications and a number of
blanks were received from the. department of education. The same
were read and distributed among the

LUTZ, Agent,
.
New Mkxico

DICTIONARY

CONWAY

GROUND MOIST.

Dates of Sale, July 3, 4 and 5
Return Limit 30 days from
date of sale, within which time
original starting point must be
Low rates from all
reached.
other stations on the Santa Fe.
S.

T.

W.

TURAL COLLEGE

July 7th to 12th.

H.

of their plans and get practical help fi a. m. today was '. The lowest for
that can be applied in the rural the night at other stations was as
schools.
follows:
IU fore reaching Santa Fe Prof.
Atnarlllo, .10; P.ismarck 60; Roise,
visited the institutes at Silver 00; Cheyenne, 10; Dodge City, 58;
Grand
36;
Durango, 38; Flagstaff,
To prove that the cultivation of soil City, Socorro, Helen and Bernalillo.
.(unction, 40; Helena, 48; Kansas City,
causes It to retain the moisture, talt-- '
CO; Lander, 42; Los Angeles, CS; MO.
two tin cans of water and soil, each
50; Phoenix, 04; Portland, 51;
dena,
them
Let
containing equal weights.
Pueblo, 52; Rapid City .14; Iloseburg,
stand till they begin to dry on top,
.12; Hob well, .IS; Salt Lake, CO; San
cultivate one by stirring with a stick
Santa Fe and vleinitv has once Francisco, ,12; Spokane, 50; Tonopah,
and leave the other as it was. Then
more come into its own and the ideal 58; Winneniucca, 50.
let them stand for a week and It will
summer weather conditions are gradForecast.
be found that the cultivated can is the
down, and the indicaually
settling
and vicinity: Fair to.
For
Fe
Santa
moisture
more
heavier, showing that
tions are bright for the old fashioned night and Saturday.
has been retained in it.
"Lan'J of Sunshine" brand.
YesterFor New Mexico: Tonight and Satur
These simple experiments are used
was entirely devoid of rainfall. day
generally fair, and slightly warm- as they can be made in the rural day
and the sky, although
somewhat er.
schools by the teacher, thus getting
cloudy at, times, was generally clear,
Conditions.
the practical benefit for which we are with a slight rise in
temperature,
Thebarmo iF014 O
working.
The highest temperature yesterday
The barometer continues low over
Several other talks will be given by MUCT
ItlMI nit; UJWtTttl. i, i most
of the western country this
!,,
rrof. Conway, as the State Agricult- at 4:10 a. in. The mean temperature morning, with centers of loweBt pres.
ural college stand at the head of the for the 21 hours was
Normal or sure ever North Dakota and Arizona.
teaching of agriculture throughout the average for the past 41 years is GO, Along the Pacific and in the lower
state and by having theso representa- this being
degrees higher than the .Mississippi valley somewhat
higher
tives from the college attend the var- average yesterday. Thi lowest for the barometer is reported. Showers have
ious. institutes every teacher can learn night was 4!. and the temperature at occurred in the Panhandle of Texas,
western C'oloradov
northern Utah,
Montana,
Wyoming, South Dakota,
HEIR OF HARRIMAN'S MILLIONS CARES MORE Washington, and Oregon, and temperatures are generally inclined upward.
TNAN DOLLARS.
FOR
Conditions favor fair weather In this
section tonight, and Saturday.
j

CONVENTION

Santa Fe,
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BALTIMORE GIRL TO
MARRY

McADOO S SON.

CEN. THOMAS FRANCIS MEAGHER.

l ib

mmuBmsmwm

Plains, Mont, June 13. Montana isjmoned and he worked over the man land, in 1823 and was well educated.
agitated by one of the strangest while Thompson and Frank Ham- - He plunged Into the movement headstories of crime and mystery ever told intm stood by to help.
ed by Daniel O'Connell, and soon was
ir- America.
Suddenly Diamond called for a Den a leader of the Young Irish party,
Was General
Thomas
Francis and paper. He thought he was dying pledged to free Ireland by force of
Meagher, exiled Irish patriot, leader of and wanted to write a confession. But arms. His brilliant oratory attracted
the attention of all Europe, and Wilthe famous "Irish Brigade" in the Civ hu could not hold the pen.
war and governor of Montana, murdubbed
"Here, Jack," he" whispered to liam Makepeace
Thackeray
dered and hurled into the muddy wa Thompson, "you take thiB down quick. him "Meagher of the Sword."
ters of the Missouri when he disap- Write!" And weakly, but clearly, he
He was arrested under the treason
dictated:
act and condemned to death. The senpeared in J8C7?
"I killed Tom Meagher near Cow-- tence was commuated
to imprison- And 'was he murdered by "Frank
Diamond," aged pioneer,
pla'nsman, Island on the Missouri river. Meagher ment and in 1849 he was sent to the
Three
lumberman, miner and Indian fighter, was governor of Montana and the'oonvict colony in Tasmania.
offered by Montana vigilantes had to get rid of him, and'.vfcars later he escaped and came to!
for a reward
VigilanteB, who resented the rule of a Alex Potter gave me $Ht)ui for the America,
man from the east?
job. 1 killed him on a steamboat and
Meagher lectured, studied law, and,
These questions have been raised by threw him in the river and swam with John Savage, the poet, published
of Dia- ashore.
the remarkable confession
the Irish News in New York. When
,"I also killed George Mitchell In the Civil war broke out he raised five
mond, whose real name is supposed to
be Pat Miller a confession made 188:1 and threw him in the Willamette regiments of Irishmen, which became
when he was at the point of death river.
the Irish Brigade of the Army of the
"I also killed Bill Clark near The Potomac.
after a prolonged spree, and repudiated when he recovered.
The reckless courage of Meagher
Dalles, Oregon, in about 74 shot
and his brigade quickly made them
Diamond is now in the Missoula him.
"Big Xose George was hung in '82. world famous. Meagher had several
county jail, and the authorities are
disposed to bring him to trial for the I should have been hung instead for horses shot under him In the fighting
crime supposed to have been commit- the crime, but George was a murder- around Richmond. At Fredericksburg
,
ted half a century ago, when Mon- ing
and deserved he led six mad and furious charges in
which
tana was a wild region filled with ad- to be hung."
of his command were
He also declared, the witnesses say, left on the field.
venturous spirits and infested by hosIn 18(55 he was sent to Montana by
that his real name was Pat Miller.
tile Indians.
The next day, when he recovered, General Grant as territorial secretary
His last spree ended in the Camas
saloon at Plains. John L. Thompson, Diamond was arrested.
and soon he became acting governor.
The confession is of Intense interest One night on a steamboat, near Fort
the priprietor, had tried to sober him.
Diamond promised to drink no more. because of the character and person- Benton, he disappeared.
He was in ill
health and has always been thought
Suddenly his heart gave way and he ality of General Meagher.
slid to the floor. Dr. Colts was sumMeagher was born In Waterford Ire- - to have fallen overboard by accident.
l
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either overcrowded limited shelf space or empty shelves
ONCE books
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. Nov, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way' of building a library. This i3 the Globe Wernicke idea..

ivy

two-third- s

New Mexican Printing Co., Agents.

Miss Ethel McCormirk of Baltimore,
whose engagement to Francis H.
son of the secretary of the
treasury, has just been announced.
G. B. ARMSTRONG ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF T. P. A.
Richmond, Va., June 13. George
D. Armstrong of Philadelphia, was to- -

i

day elected president of the Travel
er's Protective Association of Amer-cin national convention here.
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he keeps. Or better, lie Is judged by
THE ONLV OFFICIAL AND ACCURATE PICTURE
the manner in which his work Is done
under the convenieces at his comJINX.
OF
FRIDAV THIRTEENTH
mand. A skilled workman is not
to do competent work with
dull Instruments. It. may be the work
of an artist to keep his instruments in
repair. But it stands to reason that
one who can should command a better wage and far more respect than
one who cannot. The real urii-.iSCHOOLBOY ATHLETES, FROM ATLANTIC TO PACIFIC, WIN NATIONAL
would naturally he the man who could
fashion as well as maintain the effHONORS ON FIELD AND TRACK.
iciency of his tools when there couM
ie no access to the market.
National League.
This ia a baseball way is just what
Pet.
Won. Lost.
Club.
Schoenfeltlt, Toledo, second in half
Honor winners at the twelfth annual
George Stallings had to do when he
12
.698
80
Philadelphia
fell hi;ir to the sorriest legacy of buse-bal- l
mile; E. Caughey, Ukiah, winning New York
interscholastic meet at the llniversi- 19
.578
26
shot-put- ,
48
feet 3 inches; Hoyt,
history. Stallings has a let of
21
4523
tyfof Chicago, June 7, in which 470
.....23
Brooklyn
friends.
Without
exception
dash
'
thsy
24
Greenfield,
la.,
winning
26
.520
105
schools
from
Chicago
schoolboy athletes
breathed a prayer for him when his
25
a
9
.490
.24
seconds, establishing
final,
Pittsburgh
contested their strength, skill and
was
first associated with the
28
22
.440 nami
St. Louis . .
new world's interscholustic record.
Borcn Braves. He had little or
At top is Shepard, Chicago
speed.
1!
26
.422
Boston
on which to begin. His abso.360
32
high "school iad, winning running high
IS
Cincinnati
lute playing strength was represented
jump, 5 feet 8 inches. Below him,
by one man second baseman Sweeny
American League.
from left to right, are J. Allenby,
Stall ngs appreciated the folly expect
Won. Lost, Pet. ing outside help. He had experienced
Club.
mile run;
Ukiah, Cal., wining
11
38
.776 on n::iny occasions the lack of sent:- Philadelphia
16
35
.060 ment in organized baseball.
Cleveland
Instead
23
27
.540 of trying to lend a helninsr hand his
Washington
25
.528
rivals' without exception endeavored
.....28
Chicago
25
23
Boston
to w .::n from Stallings the only bail
33
21
.389 player in his camp.
Detroit
36
21
.368
St. Louis
The outlook at the start of the sea250 son was a most
Ne.w York
.....12 36
deary one for the "HW
Chief."
Sweeny and Devlin were
Western League.
practically the only experienced men
Won. Lost. Pet. on the. club outside of a few nuesticn- Club.
14
714 jable pitchers.
35
Denver
Fortunately these w ere
20
608 so placed at second and third,
31
jSt. Joseph
respec
22
28
Lincoln . .
560'thcly, that they had young Maran- 23
.549
28
vilJe between them. Maranville wi'i
Omaha
25
.510 naturally a phenom.
26
Des Moines
He had been
28
; ...21
.429 one of the sensations of the seas':i,
Sioux City
31
.380 "Hal" Myers, at first, is a
19
(Topeka
very fa;t.
13
38
.255 fellow. He is a good hitter, but his
Wichita
is very bad. He lacked
jarm
expr
iel""1Cut Sweeny helped him along
'I at
iirst and he got away with his tr.su
wd! enough to round out an infield of
National League.
mem than passing worth. That is rnr
at
Chicago.
Brooklyn
of Stallings's great attributes the faNew York at Pittsburg.
culty of making his men do th? v?:v
Boston at Cincinnati.
btv.t that is in them all of the time
HEY. FELLERS, TALK ABOUT LUCK !
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
lanJ that count'! more in the end than
jln individual strength divided against
American League.
jiti. If.
at
Washington.
Chicago
When Vincent Campbell refused to
Detroit at New York.
back he left the Boston oufit
jcome
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
tin a very bad way. John Titus, whe
St. Louis at Boston.
hits been cast off from the Phillies as
v. result of a broken
leg, was the only
American Association.
known quantity, and he was a very
Kansas City at Indianajolis.
questionable asset. The recruit out
St. Paul at Columbus.
fielders did not satisfy the -- Big
Milwaukee at Toledo.
Chief." He went on a still hunt for
Minneapolis at Louisville.
candidates and more to the point, ho
!l)ided them. Where other manageis
iv. ere
crying in vain that there was no
good material on the market Stn'.imgs
National League.
Ir.nded a real li''e wire in Center Field-oje- r
At Pittsburg
Mann. Later he traded Mcligue,
3 14
New York
2!a pitching disappointment, to Jack
Pittsburg
of Baltimore, for Briscoe Lord
Demaree and Meyers, Wilson;
outfielder who was one of Connie
ams and Coleman.
.Mack's world champion Athletics stars
back in 1910 and 1911. Lord, who has
At St. Louis
1 jbeen
with Stallings only a coupes of
10
Philadelphia
0 weeks, should prove of great assist- St. Louis
2
Brennan and Dooin; Harmon and ance, for he is a vicious hitter as well
as a finished fielder.
McLean.
Stallings has no pennant team by a
;
ipng way. But he will have one by
At Chicago
year if he continues his policy
(jnext
Brooklyn
or wise selection which has marked
Chicago
his Boston reign. Stallings, who has BOILS AND
REJUVENATED ELKS
(Tied end of ninth inning.)
a great numer of first-ratdeveloped
HANDS BOTHER
PLAY WHITE SOX
A
catchers, has a most promising reAmerican League.
tJ4ew York, June 13. Although the
ceiver in Whaling
He has several
NEXT SUNDAY At Xew York-De- troit
13.
N. Y., June
forward movement in stocks
Poughkeepsie,
bouyant
mighty
competent
amon?
pitchers,
2
was continued for a time
seventeen
of
of
the
college
Sixteen
thein
yesterday
A
and
Jamex
Perdue,
Tyler
BIG
4
On Sunday afternoon at. 3 o'clock New York
was apparent as the session
here
now
crews
in
it
braved
today.more
of
training
lrouPIe
same
the
would
type
nrt
Ford
Dubuc and McKee;
the Uniformed Elks Baseball club
iiiui a imciimg. sian me equal oi the rough water this morning and progressed that there had not develwill tackle the champion White Sox Sweeney.
most anything in his company.
MARVELOUS SAILOR BOY BALL PLAYER WHO HAS BEEN
Of had long easy rows. Several cases oped a sufficiently broad demand to
in the real opening game of the seaof sore hands and of boils have also hold the market steady on its course.
BROWNS BEFORE
will
course,
to
BING DECKS, IS BOUGHT UP BY ST.
have
Stallings
,
replace
At Philadelphia-Clevel- and
son. Both teams have been handicap-Outside orders came in freely for
Devlin
appeared but they are not serious.
Titus
and
before
HIS TERM OF ENLISTMENT EXPIRES;
as
both
long,
ped for material in the former atThe Washington four went out foi a time as the result of yesterday's
are veterans of many years., In Smith
tempts at playing the national game, Philadelphia
he has an able understudy for the a hard pull. The men are showing advance, and principal operators who
r
and the result was a poor exhibition.
(Tied end of ninth inning).
had overstood the decline, bought hurthird sacker. Stallings has de much improved form. Coach
great
The Santa Fe fans will support and
continues the once a day pro- riedly." Investment buying, which
clared that by the time Devlin fe'U:
At Washington
boost in every way both teams when
was the feature of yesterday'B marthis youngster should be as good as gram for the Varsity.
1
6 8
they show an inclination to get out Chicago
Coach Vail of Wisconsin today was ket, was in much smaller amount and
in the heyday of his fciti"
was
Arthur
3
8
'.
t
and practice and play the game as it Washington
j. That would be good enough for any happy because his men had finished after the most urgent requirements
should be played, and as they Can
Walsh, Russell and Scha.lk; Hughes,
of the shorts had been filled, the buy
their examinations.
manager.
nlav it. if Drover team work and a Mullin and Henry.
will see time ing diminished.
and
Monday
Saturday
little ginger is displayed by the indi- trials by nearly all the crews. This
Gradually the market fell back
PELKY'S TRIAL SET FOR
The personnel of
At Boston
vidual members.
rowed three agaiu, until, by noon the morning's
'""
111' innIJ
WtliLl,.....
morning the badgers
THURSDAY
OF
NEXT
WEEK.
r
6
the teams realize this and have been St. Louis
miles
the river and came down rise had been lost. Canadian Pacific,
Calgary, Alberta, June 13. Tfco trial over up course.
6
which dropped three points below yespracticing almost daily for the past Boston
the
of
Arthur
on
the
Pelky,
charge of
two weeks at the College grounds and
(Tied end of ninth.)
The Pennsylvania crews went up terday's close, led the decline.
in
connection with the
manslaughter
"the result is that each man is now in
the
Bonds were strong.
death of Luther McCarty during their the river and had a row down
American Association.
west
position to look after his own garden
shore.
With a probable gain in cash of
course
near
the
here on May 24, was set todaj
and Inside play and concerted team
The Cornell crews all Went down $8,000,000 by the banks as a result of
to begin Thursday, June 19, before
At Columbus
work has injected the proper ginger
the river this morning for a nine the extensive liquidation in the foreof the su3 7 2 Chief Justice Harvey,
which brings about the real article of S. t Paul
mile row and practice starts. Coach part of the week, bull operators were
court.
preme
who
Tommy Burns,
pro2
7 9
Columbus
ball.
of Syracuse sent his men to Inclined to take on more stocks and
Teneyck
moted
the
will
not
be tried
fight,
The Elks team has been strengthWalker and James; McQuillen and
the starting point and had them row the market moved up smartly again.
fall.
ened by the addition of four more real Smith.
the
James Short, the 'Jrown prosecuto?, over the course at easy paces. leisure- Prices didbutnot get as high as in was
Elks who are past masters on the diathe average rally
The Columbia crews had a
morning
before
tho
'
court
appeared
supreme
filled
is
by
mond, and every position
:s v' J:'
mile row up the river.
nearly a point.
today and asked that a special judge ly eight
a real ball player; a new pitcher is G. N. STALLINGS
The market closed firm. Aggressive
he assigned to preside at
s
Pelky
added, and with the knowledge that
IS MAKING GOOD trial. A. L. Smith was
buying of the Reld ' stock infused
present rep- NOT AFRAID
the eyes of the fans are upon them,
greater strength into the general list,
resenting Pelky and Burns. By combut the rise in the leaders was unusthey will do their utmost to demon- FRIDAY.
New York. June 13. (leorge X. mon consent It was agreed that Jus- ually rapid and traders thought the
of the Boston Braves, hasiiice Hary.ey should preside and June
T,vt The White Sox team has also fallings,
pace too fast. They took profits
successful 19 was set as the data for the trial,
most
so
the
far
proven
B.
11
Rev.
at
This
o'clock,
with
and
morning
secured four new players
sent the list down a
but
the season.
The court suggested
that Burns Z. McCullough was called out of the renewed buying was evident peg,
which they will present major league manager of
the line-utoward
tho
"Bit
and
race
is
The
should
be
tried
young
tho
at
same
as
a
time
to
quite
in
school gardens
order
marry
in their Sunday game they should
close.
Chief may take a big spill before Pelky, but both the prosecutor and couple who were not afraid of Fri- the
keep the Antlered' crew guessing all October. But the fact remains thai counsel for Burns
said that they day, the thirteenth, ir the year 1913.
the way.
STEAMER GOES ASHORE.
in the first two months of the National were not prepared and it was arranged The
contracting parties were Frank
Now, boys, remember you are on
Wash., June 13. The iron
Seattle,
has
to
shown
he
League
postpone the trial until October Gallup and Mrs. Simona Bolton, both
fight
probation; the fans want to see real more realpennant
steamship Yukon, formerly a Spanish
than
term
of
any
court.
the
ability
managerial
Bolton
Mrs.
Mexico.
New
cf
Velarde,
call
baseball, and will answer roll
liner plying between Havana, Cuba,
contemporary in either of the big
and her first
was a Spanish-AmericaSunday with their paid admission,
snd Key West, Florida, went ashore
leagues.
died
three or Sannak
husband, an American,
and if you make good the solid supBY
TRIAL
JURY
island, off the Alaska peis
it
That
strongly.
Amvery
years ago. Mr. Gallup is also an
port of the loyal fans of Santa Fe will There are putting
on
3xme 1. A dis
some good leaders taker,
erican and a mining engineer by pro- ninsula,to the night of
GIVEN
STRIKERS
be accorded you; otherwise you will
her owners report her "in an
patch
into comparison. There is Connie
will
live
fession.
the
While
we
all
couple
So
to
benches.
empty
play
Mack, John ,T. McGraw, Fred Clarl:e,
while in New Mexico, they exposed position" and it is inferred
a
give you this opportunity to make and Frank Chance the
Trenton, N. J., June 13. Supreme for little
which
quartet
to settle either in Old she will be a total loss. The Yukon
soon
Court Justice M in turn made an or- expect
good, and we hope you do. Arrange- for
was bound from Good New3, Bering,
as
been
has
recognized
per
years
Mexico
or
South
America, where Mr.
ments are being made to have the
all timo Of der today granting to the Paterson Gallup will follow his chosen profes sea, to Puget Sound. The steamer's
First Regiment band render a con- haps the greatestand ofrenown
'
gross tonnage is 123S.
might be silk mill strikers the right when ar- sion.
cert before and during the game. Re- lesser reputation
named Joe Birmingham, who has fit rested, of trial by a jury from another
of
wishes
best
their
the
have
3 o'clock.
They
member
grounds.
College
ted out a pennant possibilty of what county. The jurymen will be drawn many friends in this state wherever
'Charles Flanagan, Navy Ball Play er Who Steps From Cruiser Deck to Selah!
Charleston, W. Va, June 13. Ar
a flivver a year ago, the Cleveland from 'Hudson county which, adjoins they may go.
rangements were made here today for
Major League Diamond. He Got His reputation While Playing for the San
the release under $1000 bond of the
Naps; Clark Griffith, the original Passaic county in which Pateison is
Diego Bears; Now He's With the St. Louis Browns.
WHICH COUNTRY WILL DO IT.
luck guy" of all the managers; located. The trials, however, will Be EMPEROR WILLIAM'S v
"hard
Indicted officials of the United Mine
13.
was
before
San
From
the
of
13.
that
June
June
The
Diego team;
San Diego, Calif.,
meeting
London,
"Red" Dooin, whose Quarkers have, held in Passaic county.
Workers of America. The arrange
CELEBRATION.
which
term
teams
of
ends
his
African
and Canadian
enlistment
the South
Uncle Sam's navy to a major league
Some of the leaders of the strike
the fear of the Ixrd Into all Nament was under an agreement by the
put
13.
'in
The
June
festivities
Berlin,
conin the preliminary round of the
baseball club is some jump but that's June 20, expired.
tional leaguers opposition, and "Red movement are yet to be tried for in- connection with the completion next court and. United States Attorney RItz
vbat Charles Flanagan, of the cruiser Flanagan couldn't travel with the test which is to decide which country Bill" Dahlen. who seems on the point citing to riot, including William D.
Sunday of
year of the reign and the attorneys forof the nineteen
Maryland, is going to make, breaking team when it was on the road, but is to challenge England for the pos (of raising Brooklyn from the dust of Haywood, Carlo Treses, Adolph Lus-si- of
the organizaWilliam,
opened this aft- members and officials
Emperor
F.
Davis
of
inter
session
in
the
some
at
4.
he
licks
hard
Dwight
He's
home,
brush
about July
put
into the big
the second division cellar for the first
Hannah Silberman and Elizabeth ernoon" with a ipeview of the imperial tion.
;
'
;
been
postnational
tennis
has
to
trophy
'
time in almost 15 years.
just been sold to the St. Louis Browns and Cooley began receive telegrams
Stallings Gurley Flynn.
of the union men allege
automobile
volunAttorneys
the
club,
orin
military
19,
June
until
Thursday
by Owner Dick Cooley, of, the San from big league managers back east. ponedto
may never earn the fame of any of Counsel for the strike leaders asked teer automobile corpB and other auto- that the indictments are faulty under
give the South A fricans the "Big Four." He may never shite the
Diego Bears, of the Southern California-ba- Chance, of New York; Huggins, of der
supreme court to order a change mobile
on the "army the law.
seball
the Cardinals; Tinker, of the Reds, and more time to practice.
with the lesser lights. But on wuot of venue on the ground that they cotild chasse" organizations
league.
on the western suburbs ' of V
Loius
St.
The
interested.
shown
has gone this season he has
Flanagan Is 21, and has been play- others being
not get a fair trial in Paterson.
Berlin. On Sunday the real silver ju- . Subscribe for the Santa Fc New
ing professional baseball only a few Americans got him for $3500 a Tecord JENNINGS SUSPENSION LIFTED. more clafs than any named because
bilee anniversary,, very few celebra- Mexican, the paper that boosts all
he has made a fighting outfit and a Work for the
weeks. But be has been some player, price for a lad of his experience.
It is tions will occur, as it marks the daa the .time and works for the upbuildNew York, June 13. It was an- feared rival out of what was once to
Flanagan is a big fellow physically
with emphasis on the "some," for sevworking for you, for Santa Fe and of the death of the emperor's father, ing of our new State.
tailender
He
is
his
considered
catcher.
a
be
and
chief
indefinite
sus
to
shine
nounced
that
the
here
position
hopeless
eral years. His star began
., .
Frederick III.
the new state.
for imme
locally when he became captain of has played in almost every other pension Imposed on Manager Jen- without the least outlook
Work for the New Mexican. It is
"
.
the Cruiser Maryland's ball team. Dick position in and out of the diamond,- nings of the Detroit club of the Amer- diate improvement-for you, for Santa Fe and
New
Mexican
Just
Want
working
Mexican
Ada
Want
New
Try
A'
always
A man ia known, as much by his
Cooley, who has a long baseball head. and Cooley thinks St. Louis has a ris- ican league by President Johnson has
the new state.
If yon ant ontak retunu.
results.
Try
bring
as
done
the
he
work
has
company
on
fine.
a
been
of
star,
lifted
him
by
payment
up forjing
saw hiJn play and signed
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don W. nnd William f! hnvn inut n..
turned from a. two hundred mile hike
to the Sulphur Spring:!, going via La
Mujada, Coehitl, Bluii:!. Itiver
DRY GOODS
Valle,
(Owing to the great Interest manl and ralle Grande, ret m ilium via. San
tested in the Personal Column, the Aittrmfr, UnKlmru
C.
V1K,
' '
'n
New Mexican requests its readers to
Indian Creek, the
Driiutiiul Santa
send In by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") Items of jClara Canyon, Espanoht, I'ojoaque and
lesii'iue. This, Mr. (ioebel says,
this column. By doing so the read- would
We are making SPECIAL REDUCTIONS on all
be an ideal trip for the
ers will confer a favor on the New
White Underskirts for Ladies.
motor car tourist in 191S.
Mexican and on their friends. Comon behalf of
Sellgman,
. . . Skirts ill Fine Nainsooks, Embroidered . . .
munications sent by mail should bear
$1.13
the chamber of commerce and the
Your Patronage Solicited
the signature of the writer).
In
Trimmed
Skirts
.
.
Lace
Insertion
and
citizens of Santa Fe telephoned
.
.
$2.00
to
$1.39
125 Palace Ave
lion. A. A. Jones, first assistant to
Wide Embroidery Flouncing . . . $2.69
. . .
$4.00
Skirts,
N. B. LAIGHLIN, President.
the secretary of Interior, who was at
W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
Las Vegas last night, and extended
$5.00 . . Skirls Trimmed in Lace and Embroidery . . $3.23
the Postal Tele- Telephone
J. B. LAMY,
from
to him an invitation to attend a ban- Vvith a letter of introduction
graph company if you do not get N
Anna
Wnlcott.
of
the
Walcott
Valle.
y
la fi P"01""'
SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
""'
PHONE ISO.
your paper and one will be de- before his departure for Washington, school of Denver, Colo., and they will
livered to you at ona.
of
their
limited
probably
part
spend
nc
X X X X:
X X X X X
juiuy apprex jiii. ,iuvk sum iimi
ciated the honor extended to him and) time In this vicinity in making a trip
would try to arraugo a date, which to the 1'ajarita, which if it can be
Judge Frank V. Parker, of the su- will
M. K. Chapman, of the Archbe announced Ian r.
Las
in
C'ruees on
preme court, is
will
make with
school,
aeological
Charles
who
returned
Grant,
mutters.
day
JNSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
them. Mr. and Mrs. Fuller are mem..
"
lullnu E. R W,.:t,t !...
il
Mrs. Grant with him, is bers of the Archaeological Institute
We are offeril
wo HOMES on Gal- from Tierra Amarilla, where he has bringing well
A
N
and enjoyed his trip to of America and lie lias given lictures
looking
been attending court.
D isteo Street from five to seven blocks from
the middle states. .Mr. Grant, says i archaeology as well as on later
has returned that the traditional idea of the
Hugh H. Williams
Plaza at BARGAIN PRICFS.
dry periods of Unman history. They nre
Down,
Balance, $10.00 Per Month
Large lots, good buildings, fences and
from a trip to Las Vegas and at- - southwest land, was rather uimet hv people of culture and nnicli interested
tenuance at. tne Jones banquet.
trees.
in this new. old land of the sojlhwest.
He
left
for Hie family who wants lo keep
desirable
(his
Exceptionally
when
experience.
Saginaw
Deed-19- 13
Mrs. K. H. Brooks, of San Angelo, it was dry and the farmers in Micht- a
or
to
have
cow,
horses,
garden patch. These will go quick. Are
Texas, is the guest of Miss Sally Wii- - j Kan were hoping for rain. It was dry
claims sue wa rivcn
son of Don Gaspar avenue,
clear across the country, until he
you interested ?
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THIRD
DEGREE
TEST
A. H. Renehan is expected
home struck the New Mexii'o line, and from ' larnsoi vil e,
'
Mo., June i. Mrs.
from Tierra Amarilla,
.,
Saturday, there until he got. to Santa Fe he saw
y Ke ar, who yesterday con- where he has been attending court. nothing but. rain and rushing, swo .. en 'da
',
itessed in the presence of the sheriff.
.Mrs. .Max Nordliaus and children, ;stl.(Jam8
Room 8, Capital City Bank
Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
(C. A.
i.onmy prosecutor and coroner, that,
of Albuquerque, are visiting in Santa
State Senator B. F. Pankey was in she
Kel-lakilled
her
Arthur
IF
husband,
REAL
IT'S
the
at
the Staab resiFe, and "stopping
ESTATE, HAV WARD HAS IT
?ii
city yesterday coming up from
INSURANCE SURETY BONDS
and her seven year old daughter.
LOANS
his ranch in the southern part of the
dence on Palace avenue.
with
an
Margaret,
axe,
Tuesday
today
Governor William C. .McDonald re- county. iMr. Pankey h s lots of good
Phone, 189 J.
Jim Prater to her apart- - ;"
turned yesterday from Las Vegas, tilings to say about th
nt rains !C;!11(h1 1,1Sheriff
"1H
"IHlt
county jail and repudiated
where he attended the banquet given in that section. His men wero i.,.KV
:
:
119 San Francisco St.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
there t oHon. A. A. Jones.
saying mat tne Kan
branding cattle at the time that the '
Edward Montoya, who has
been storms came, but the senator says sas City detective who investigated
A
spending several weeks in Colorado, that he was more than willing to post-- ' ""' mlll'(1,'''s scared it out of her
"
written confession signed
returned this week from Denver, and pone branding for the great benefit'
When
can
Mrs.
PERCOLATORS
or-you
Kellar the coroner's jury
j
Will be at home for some time.
buy
and CHAFING
J
that, the rain has been to the entire
run oyeiecincity or alcohol ? I have a fine
Mrs. M. C. Stevensot,. of the United valley. It rained even mme heavily ll,iml t,ult "l" woman be held Tor the
lsmjiicj
(''lh'assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-graStates ethnological
bureau of the there than in the immediate vicinity '
Smithsonian institute, is in the city, of Santa Fe, it came at the right, time
Mrs. J
Accoicling to Sheriff Prater,
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
Cellar was in a violent rage when he
having come in from her ranch near and it has done a world of good.
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
Little Bob Wagner, sen of Prof. J. entered her apartment today.
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
Espanola last, evening.
"1
A. T. Payne, district superintendent H. Wagner, of tills city, seems to have
know who the murderer is and
:
License Nnmbers, 66-6Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.
of the Wells Fargo Express company, been handed a bunch of hard luck this he will suffer for it, ' said slid seizing J H. C. YONTZ,
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Next Door to Postoffice.
of Denver, Colo., was in Santa Fe to- - vacation.
First Bob went down to the sheriff by the coat.
She then named a section laborer!
day, and called o nthe local ollice and Las C'ruees with his mother and sue- on the state corporation commission. ceeded in falling out of a mulberry employed on the railroad here as
Mrs. P. M. A. Lineau will leave to- - tree while engaged in the harmless man.
morrow for California, to join her j diversion of gathering some of its
husband at San Francisco, where Mr. coveted fruit, and broke his arm. Bob
It will not pay you to waste your
Lineau has been on business connect- - did the best he could and came home time writing out your
legal forms
ed with the Insurance commissioner's
like a little soldier returning from the when you can get them
already printNOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
office.
field of coniiuest, with his arm done ed at the New Mexican
Printing
A. WILLIAMS,
'Mrs. Tempe Willison leaves today up in a sling. Then he had to run up Company.
- - PROPRIETOR.
on the New Mexico Central for Knc.lno, against a good sized
case of the
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Vmif
,.. lT..v?44,
Work for the N'ew Mexican. It is
urir nil, fturm
4...i..v, n !,,.
jjiuvp mumps, which is engaged at present
up on the homestead entry which was in trying to take another fall out of norkitig for you, for Santa Fe and
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best tiled upon by her hu.'iband, the late him.
' '
the new state.
Hack and
Lines.
ReCol. R. B. Willison.
W. D. Patterson, w ho has been over
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Hiram Phillips, of St. Louis. Mis on the border line between New MexRigs
you
souri, who has open engaged by the ico and Arizona, up in the timber
SADDLE PONIES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
104 DON GASPER ST.
city to investigate the water supply country, at a place called Perea vyhieh
Telephone 9 W and
look over the whole, matter of is at an altitude of over 8,000 feet,
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
the water company's service, for the was in Santa Fe this morning shakcity government, arrived here last ing hands with his many friends here.
evening, and the mayor and health Mr. Patterson says that lumbering
committee from the council will be in operations there are active, the
conference with him today.
Contract company having been
INDIAN MOTORCYCLES
GRADE MACHINES
Nicholas Ortiz, a prosperous ranch- busy getting out not only poles and
er of Durango, Colorado, Is in the ties but also some excellent lumber
The Best That Can be Bought I
city visiting friends here. Mr. Ortiz from timber that would otherwise
F. 0. B. OENVFR
JLIST PRICE
1st PAYMENT
is greatly pleased
AT ANY PRICE
with the recent have gone to waste. Mr. Patterson
rains which have been of great bene will visit a few days in Kspanola, be$210.00 Single Cylinder, Regular Model $128,00
Take no chances on either
fit to the country surrounding
Du-- j
We
fore returning to the western border.
You Money.
260 00 Twin Cylinder, Regular Model
when a small amount will give
168.00
Airs. James Beard and Mrs. Joseph
rango, the same kind of a drought
214 .
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do
North
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Carolina,
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335.00 T. T. Two 5peed. . .
for
Buy
Twin 268.00
Mrs. Nathan Salmon, accompanied were enjoying the sights and climate surance get the
best, as it is
All Eqipped with Cradle Springs, Fore and Aft.
by her daughter, Salome, will arrive of Santa Fe and vicinity and intended
WHOLESALE
AND
RETAIL.
the cheapest, and
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
in Lamy this evening, after spending to go west and north from hero and
PROVIDED: Your order Is In by July 1st, 1913, the agreement
ALWAYS SEE
nine yeeks touring the eastern states. see the Pacific coast attractions and
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
will be cash down as listed under "payment," and the balance at
.Mr. Salmon, accompanied
by Judge visit as far north as Vancouver. They
$20 a month until paid for. If you can make more on payments or
and Mrs. Roberts will go to Lamv were elderly ladies and being sisters
IIIIKIIIIIIIIIIIII
in Mr. Salmon's new car, the "Pilot' were greatly enjoying each
other's
less, there are special propositions for each.
Ask for a catalog
Office United States Bank Building
which arrived in- the city a few days companionship,
it was a sad and
anyway and see for yourself.
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ago, and after dinnelr the entire party sudden ending to their pleasure trip
will return to Santa Fe this evening. when .Mrs. Pearson was taken ill yes- who has purchased the Insur
M. O'CONNELL,
- - 1 16
of
Remember,
R. L. Milam,
Come, Will
special deputy for the terday morning about 11 o'clock, and: ance Business of the L. A.
Woodmen of the World, with head-- died in a few moments of apoplexy! Harvev Atrencv.
Strong lines
Be Glad to Explain
Quarters at Dallas, Texas, Is an arriv-- ! Mulligan & Rising will have charge
al in Santa Fe and will remain for a iof the funeral arrangements, and Mrs. good companies.good'protection
4
ween or two tooKing atter the inter-- ; Beard will return with the remains
ests of the Woodmen of this locality, jot her sister to Charlotte.
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Special work will be inaugurated in
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5
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ftr. H. Goebel and hi? two sons Gor-Telephone & Telegraoh company. He;
I
!will probably be here Monday.
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Mr.
THE AMERICAN
Enos went to Xogales. r.n the border in
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Arizona, and took charge of the tele
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
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However, there are things!
position.
the Price isreater and better than merely inak"tcjing good and having excellent posi-- j
and Price the Quality
lions, when one is separated from as-jsociates for many years, and when he
Quality

Governs

Its not a new Idea, but one
well worth considering when
you buy your Groceries. The

purity and wholesomenrss of
all foods sold in our atore
Is your best kind of Healtr
Insurance for you. Inferior

IF , YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100 efficient, you would specify

COUPON
(Fac-Sim-

Water-Mar-

il

MB

'

.

The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter

impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive:,

2

-

1

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. 9 Let us show you samples.

NEW MEXICAN PRIN TING COMPANY. AGENT.
Santa Fev N. M.

THE

a

goods are not sold by vn. We
leave that to thosw who wish
to take chances.
HIGH
QUALITY AND A PRICE AS
LOW AS THIS QUALITY
WILL PERMIT la the basis
upon which we want our

reputation to rest
remember this.

P'ease

JUST RECEIVED
Another car load of
Boss Patent Flour.

leaves behind a mother who is very
Unuch alone, so Ralph is coming back
jto Santa Fe, and Mrs. Euos as well
;as his many friends here will be glad
ito see him.
W. C. Callaway, division cable man,
of El Paso, Texas, is in the city helpl
ing J. R. Raynolds,
manager, to
lo.-a-

locate the breaks

in

the

telephone
cable caused by lightning during the
recent storms. Mr. Callaway
says
that the people of Santa Fe are very
patient and reasont.bie regarding
phones being out of order, and real
ize more than the people of some other
towns that breaks are bound to occur.
It seems that lightning plays such
pranks that the damage done and the
work involved in locating the trouble
is worse than if an entire cable was
cut. The electric currents sometimes
cut into a cable at different points and
nibble one line off here, another there,
making the break very hard to locate.
A force of expertB are now trying to
remedy the defects as rapidly as pos-

sible.
Leon Klasky, of St. Louis, Mo., representing the S. A. Rider Jewelry comMonarch Canned Goods,
pany of that city, is in the city minglRichelieu Canned doods,
ing with our local dealers. This is his
Peeled
Hand
CaliforHunt's
visit to Santa Fe. and
nia Canned Fruits.
he this morning stated that he always
looked forward with pleasure to the
CHASE & SANBORN'S
time when he was booked for our
Coffee.
city, where the climate is the finest
in the world. Mr. Klasky has many
friends here among the Antlered
tribe, and always inakra the Elks club
his headquarters while in the city.
H.
CO, He will leave tonight for the coast,
for a few
stopping at Albuquerque
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F'uller, of Boston, Mass., are visitors in Santa Fe
.
Fo Safc
this week. Mr. F'uller comes here

PURE FOODS

inem

Srocery
PANY
EilJIg

Mrs. Warner

SUMMER TOURIST

RATES

MADE BREAD and
ROLLS, PIES, COFFEE CAKES, LAYER
CAKES, Etc., every

hour in the day. If
you have tried them
we need say no more,
but if you have not,
get busy, you don't
know what you have
been missing.

Fresh Vegetables Daily
We save yon moneyon
STRAWBERRIES

FOR

PRESERVING.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO

Denver
Pueblo,
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I New

UUI,

York,

51.85 M. Louis,
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RIM Buffalo, N.Y.,

VI. VV

.

.

47.35
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66.45
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SAN FRANCISCO,

VD'OD

OAKLAND,

sale daily, June 1st to Sept. 30th,

LOS ANGELES,

FINE CANDIES

. .

.
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Return limit, October

J.
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&A(
PU.OO

Dates of sale, June
Also oo

sale Aufust

JO,

July

1, 2, 1,

SIN

FJIANCISCO,
OAKLAND,

i,

5, 6, 7.

22, 23,24, 25, 26, 27, 28,

21

list,

1911

ee
Ccft
PV.03

Return limit, Au;ust list.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
on sale to many other points in the United States and Canada.,

For further particulars call on or address.
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Cieee
$55.55
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SAN DIEGO,
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1

....
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....

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 bait Lake, Ogden, 40.00

78.85 Atlantic Citv, . . 79.35
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
t 3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale
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Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding
Ranch. Two and tnree rom bungalows with bath,
to
come
or
out
do
Valley
all
and
sports
playing, trap shooting
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July, is
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?
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PAYABLE ONLY TO THE ONE
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MAKER AFTER PAYMENT, IS THE BEST FORM
OF RECEIPT.
THIS STRONG BANK RENDERS A PERSONAL
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AND
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remote
school. Often those wiio have the low completed which will be at no
period, Fort Sumner will be one of the
marks make the best fight in life.
I am not arguing in favor of care- best towns in the state. Fort Sumner
99
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less work in the schoolroom at all. Review.
Good For Poor Men.
The discipline is all to the good, but
Considering your fondness for the
the fact remains that the best scholar
"I Thought."
is not always the most successful luxuries, as well us the comforts of life
I noticed another case of bichloride worker in life's big school.
what is the cheapest husband you
I remember in my class in college think you ought to afford.
of mercury poisoning detailed In an
eastern paper this morning. A woman one of the boys who did not rank
It is your privilege to name the
bad been troubled with some disease well at all, but was away down to- limit but it can very readily be your
the heart and had tablets in upward the foot, always, toaay sxanai eternal disappointment to set the limit
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 olhouse
to relieve her, and went to hen v(.,.y high In select scientific circles wrong. And there are about a million
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
medicine chest in the dark, and tooU ip Nmv England and our valedictorian dlffpreMt thi1ga which are nrst aida t0
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uj. in.. ,d,ii-ever since graduation
them, all in the dark.
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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REAL ESTATE

EUGENE NADEAU, PROPRIETOR,

Former Master Mechanic
Sacramento Shaft, Bisbee, Arizona.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small holding claim No. 5277.

Surety Bonds

Serial No. 015207.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Of All
Santa Fe, N. M., May 24, 1913.
Notice is hereby given that the
194 W., Room 24
following-nameclaimant has filed Telephone
final
to
make
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
notice of his intention
proof in support of h'.s claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of SANTA FE
NEW MEXICO
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., S.r4), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470) and that said
proof will be made before Juan C.
Sandoval, U. C. Com'r., at Cuba, N.
M., on July 10, 1913, viz: Francisco
Mora, of Cuba, N. M., for the lot 1,
Sec. 21, and lots 4, 5 and 6, Sec. 16,

Kinds.

T. 21 N., R.
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
verse possession of said tract for
1--

twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Tranquilino Romero, Jose Andres
Archibeque, Colso Sandoval, Felipe

?
Salazar, all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any 'substantial reason under the la.i and regulations of
the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time und place to cross-e- x
amine the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,

above-mentione- d

Register.

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help wlli
cost you nothing, but you will
find it invaluable.

1

e

i

'
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--
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

TJ. S.

January 28, 1913.
Department of the Interior,
a
Notice la hereby given that
Pino de Alaiid, heir of Joss
de la Crus Pino, of Galisteo, N. M.,
who, on Nor. 26, 1910, made Homestead Entry No. 014579, for SW 4
Fllo-men-

1--

BW
Sec 81, Twp. 12 N., and
NW
SW
N
NW
Section
6, Townshln 11 N., Range 13 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopes, of LeyU,
N. M, Afttaaio Vlllanneva. Agustln
Raalaa, 9t Galisteo, N. It.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1--

1-- 2

1--

1-- 4

Why Not Visit
Colorado, Grand Canyon, California, the Ncrthwest Chicago,
Adlrondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast

Resorts this summer?

1--

Kegtsttr

information
about
summer fares and train service,
etc., sent promptly, if you ad
dress
Complete

H.

S. LUTZ, Afent,
SANTA FE,

NEW M'EXICO

FRIDAY, JUNE

That Wonderful Event

r
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SITUATION PENITENTIARY

BUSINESS

THERE is a time above all times when a
woman should be in perfect physical condition
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i
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ON THE TARIFF OUTCOME.
.
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Fe Chapter No ;h(mse
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The delay in tariff legislation
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ished for the information and guid
ance of all concerneu.
...
To the Adjutants (ienerai 01
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Season
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several states.
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STOCK WAS WORTH

i

DANDY

7-P-

MISS A. MUGLER

MORE THAN

SOUTHEASTCORNER

,

PLAZA.

$50.

J

the occasion of Mr. Jones' visit here
New York, N. Y. June 131 "If the hpfnre his departure for the scenes
l'niteil States Steel corporation ptid
assumed responsibilities,
$::r, linn (Kid for the Tennessee Cor.l andl
to hold the banquet
Tt h
it
to
put
Iron company and $14,000,000
De Vargas hotel, and to have
at
the
on its feet, not because it wanted the a spread that will equal anything ever
i.rnnvrtv hut in order to save the. firm given in this city. The committees
of Moore & Schley t'.od other banking having the matters in charge are alconcerns holding Tennessee Coal and ready at work and will outline a list
Iron stock from ruin in the panic ot of toast and name those to respond
for
llKiT, wouldn't it have been better
to the same, and a reception commit,
the corporation to loan Moore
tee will be appointed to meet Mr.
Schley $10,000,000 or $15,000,000 of Jones, probably going down to Lamy,and escort him to the city, i ne spagive it to them outright?"
This in substance was the question r.lnns rtinlmr room of the De Vargas
hall
.lacob M. Dickinson, attorney for the will furnish an adequate banquet and
will be appropriately trimmed
sun
and
dmsolution
the
in
government
me prepared for the occasion.
againBt the corporation, asked
Some of New Mexico's most promchairman, James Elbert H. Gary today.
men from various sections of the
exinent
on
direct
Judge Gary had testified
will be present and everything
amination that he did not believe at Btate can be will
be done to make the
that
was
acquired
the
company
time
the
a marked one of its kind in
event
more
than
worth
was
that Its stock
Santa Fe's history.
$:,0 a share and that the money spent
and
lr. its acquisition
G. A. R. MEN GIVEN ATTENTION.
could have brought far greater profits
Reno, Nev., June 18. A trip to
The govern- U' put into other plants.
City and Virginia City was the
work on the vacant corner west ot the ment maintains that the corporation iiiuprsinn nf the G. A. R. delegates to- iconaNew Mexican building. The ground is took advantage of the panicKy
hundred veterans and
and several Lien of 1!)0T to acquire tue company
in first class condition
flimilies eft on a special train
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Home Rule is Andrews' policy.
Santa Fe and buy home-mad.
1.

Sup--
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where on earth
fish,
Hens, springs, broilers,
kind of meats and sausages at
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"I will say no." was Judge Gary s

rrfl nil.
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after which the special carried the vis"We. on the finance committee, had irors to The Ootmitork where ;i trip
the prizes as well as possess the pro- duce therefrom, can. obtain such plot to give an account to the stockholders through, the mines was made.
tomorrow moVning at 8 o'clock. This unit ivin to relieve such a situation 1
will be the last chance.
doubt if the stockholders would have CAUGHT ON FIRE IN AEROPLANE.
excused such action,
St. Louis, Mo.. June l:!. Anthony
"We had to do business so as to Jannus and Arthur Isminger started
'work out of that thing and get a re-- j from St. ouls to Chicago in a hydroCAMPING TRIP
turn on the Investment, and 1 believe aeroplane today and tn the first fifteen
did the best and most prudent minutes Isminger's coat caught fire
jwe
TO THE PECOS thing under the circumstances."
from the engine. They landed at
Louis
Alton, 111., 25 miles north of St.
where Isminger got a new coat and
A SPLENDID
TRIP OUTLINED BY REV. PREPARATIONS
then resumed the flight.
i
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See Johnson
The Roof man

Park-hurs-

For Leaky Roofs
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SantaFe Hardware
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A BIG

There will
Boy Scouts, Attention
be no scout meeting tonight, but a
regular drill at the Scout rooms will
be held Saturday at 10 a. m. Be prepared for the new uniforms and for
the big parade on July 4th. By request of Scoutmaster.
NON-KIN- K
Wanted a second hand copy of
Address,
"Delightmakers."
FOR BIG BANQUET
HOW THE CAMP
SMITH.
LEONIDAS
Chamber of Commerce, City.
San Antonio Day This is San AnHAVE
FIRE GIRLS OF TROOP "A" CAN
As announced in another part of
tonio day among many of the Pueblo
A FINE OUTING.
will
celebrate
Ildefonso
San
this paper the chamber of commerce
Indians.
and citizens generally are preparing
and Prof. J. H. Spiden the noted
Red Color
entertain New Mexico s Qistin-- ,
to
archaeologist will go with T. H.
we
go
The Question: Why can't
and a Popular
this morning
and honored citizen, Hon. A.
to that
guished
The Boy Scouts always A. Jones of Las Vegas, who was recamping?
Seller with
there
celebration
the
and
attend
5
to stay at
go, and we. girls have
us for 5 years.
Wake Up! Get Wise! Trade at
nppointed first assistant sechome. Pshaw, it isn't lair. We ought cently of the Interior.
Guarretary
Fully
Pecos.
to the
Reservoir Half Full The recent to go
True to her well known reputation
anteed and
you must for hospitality the city will do herThe -Answer: Because
rains have brought down a heavier
an Extra Good
so tar
flow of water from the Santa Fe snnl jhave some one in charge, and
self proud in paying tribute to a just
Quality.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
than has been seen at mis rime o im one una uuwcu iu
recognition of one of New Mexico's
have best known and ablest citizens, and
- The reservoir,
too,
girls,
you
Then,
time.sihility.
a
for
long
year
AND SANTA FE
ALBUQUERQUE
War:
which was recently cleaned, is fillinf: no money in the treasury, uet trie invitations will be issued to about
el
some
of
on
w
your
and
cash
(Signed) A 1j- MIL.L.&.
er
be
to
full
of
half
persuade
invited
is
over
(Montezuma Hotel)
present
200
guests
rapidly, and
ders to camp with you, and the rest
Brig tleu., Gener.il Staff, for the today.
i,
Chief ot Staff.
modern will be easy.
UEXT New
Bv command of the Governor:
house southeast corner Capitol
The cost of camping Let me make
hrick
A. S. BROOKES.
grounds. Mrs. Qeo. M. Kinsell, Phone jsome comparisons The Boy Scouts
The Adjutant General, 123 J.
soent about forty dollars last ween
Chief of Staff.
inn New Mtm-Lrl.ik
iho!,. ),; tn tho Pnin Cliffs and
Santa
Official:
bers At the meeting of the board of Espanola, as follows:
A. S. BROOKES,
governors of the Santa Fe club last
virrMnio team and waeon. five
Adjutant General.
evening, some fourteen names werejd
.20.
balloted on for membership.
The, Becondutensils for cooking. $2.50.
Water
Supply.
of
Surface
.
. .
Report
Santa Fe club is in a prosperous con$17
"
The state engineer of New Mexico dition, having gotten comfortably
.
surface
the
of
has published a report
and
club
house.
new
in
cated
their
same number of. Camp!
water supply of New Mexico for 1911- manv new names are constantly being
. .
,,.
,
,
camp iui uni
Fire liiris io me recos
12. The data includeC m this report offered for membership.
.
COSt
BS
WOlllU
naVH
Gnmo nnntlipr nf
agreeare the result of a
6000 Double-diMatches, .ijc, at An-- 'follows:
state
engithe
between
made
ment
drews.
lTse of tents and coking utensils
neer and the water n. sources branch
Lodge Room Changed Santa Fe
sur
to
be loaned by tne bcouts, no cost.
of the United States Geological
haa
s.
No.
of
Knights
Lodge
Pythias,
"
"
n.r r
Hire of five burros at 50 cents per
vey. A list of New Mexico gaging removed from Odd Fellows loose room
stations is included in this report on San Francisco street to a hall of jday tor five da5's'
which shows the periods tor wnicu their own in the Shuman
Cost of provisions for .five days,
W. G. SARGENT,
building,;
oooh oration was maintained and the ever Kaune &
and less 10 per cent for feminine economy,
store
Company's
number of (he United States Geologi will meet tonieht and every second $lo.30. Total, $27.80.
V. H. MEN DEN HALL,
cal survey water supp y paper oi an- and fourth
Conclusion If the C amp r ire uiris
Friday of each month
nual report in which back data have thereafter all
members and visiting want to make a trip to the Pecos,
been published.
Knights of Pythias are requested to be meet on Monday and devise ways and
In the Spanish style
The report is very coiiiyieic
means. A notice will be sent to each
The De VarSas will bs remoJelled
It opens with letters present.
when
comprehensive.
It's pretty hard to resist the call ot ie brook these days
also freshly painted and
S. Losey, the eye, ear, of the Camp Fire Girls in Troop A.
Clifford
Dr.
state
engi
the
furnished
from
throughout;
to
the
governor
or
pleasthe
know
newly
exhilarating
follows:
as
are
A
real
of
fishing
Members
Vethe
enjoyment
know
Troop
of Las
you
and all the com-for- ts
neer, and to the latter omcer irum nose and throat specialist
ure a frequent "nibble" and the landing of a speckled beauty gives. Is
De Vargas hotel, Ade.la Muller, Nellie Nusbaum, Helen
papered. Many private baths
Glenn A. Gray, assistant engineer oi gas, will be at the
Miriam
Anna
Dorman,
Winter,
hotel.
Our present display of FISHING OUTFITS AND EQUIPMENTS
Hours
14th.
and
13th
June
12th,
of a first-claSurvey.
the United States Geological
better and more complete
Alta
Sanford,
Dorothy
ra.
the
p.
oi
largest and finest we have ever made
v
Then is taken up the utittatrou
less
than you are usually askRuth
Hayward,
Safford,
Dorothy
materially
and
toilet
In
of
think
prices
Don't
detail,
the
of
simpiy
soaps
every
smtn water resources: purposes
tackle.
Consuelo
Miriam
character
Bergere,
Wasson,
for
cleansit
as
its
elsewhere
high
but
to
bemuse
ed
which
soap,
buy
pay
water resources investigation
Dolores Bergere, Rosina Bergere, Antreats of water power, domestic water ing as well as its delightful properties. na Kaune,
Lillian
Leeson.
Frances
Kiinnlv. flood nrevention and irrigation. Our soaps will please you. Zook'B.
Katherine
Report Coming The commit- Parker, Minnie Creamer,
The matter of appropriation of water teeGood
Esther
Phyllis
Pollard,
French,
on
of
funds
and
utilities
inpublic
in New Mexico is aso ireaiea,
exist- the chamber of commerce, consisting Mayne, Helen Knapp, Dorothy Goebel,
cluding a brief discussion of the
This of the following members met at the Beatrice Seligman, Evelyn McBride,
ing water laws and regulations.
Friday,
touched chamber of commerce rooms last Wed- Alameda Norment, Margery
is
comprehensively
subject
Ruth Stein, FelecitaB Kaune. MemChairman
Arthur
nesday
evening:
under
the
irnsauuu
neaning:
upon
bers of Troop B might also be Includ
and water rights; peifecting title to Sellgman, and Lorin C. Collins, R.
ed.
H.
Frank
water
of
Garcia,
Gormley,
water rights; adjudication
M. A. Otero, J. W. Norment,
adminrights; abandonment of uses; of ir- Hanna,
F. C. Wilson, and E. R. Wright. Most
of water laws; status
istration
MAKE
MEDICS
STOCK FOOD.
the committee was present. The
Sole Ajent. For INTERNATIONAL
rigation districts; Carey act projects. of
ELABORATE
This is followed by a review of the committee has an Interesting report
arden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages state anDroDrlation for investigating to make to the council at its next
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers,
tuo wntir resources, and takes up the session.
Santa Fe medics as i society may
K
1iiriL'ln InrQ
xi.. l... uib
At Andrews Tomorroiw Fresh wat- make some valuable contributions to
Fe
in
act passeai recently
house
ic6a.u.v
ej
exclusive
The only
peacheB, American medicine during the roming
strawberries,
at its first state session. ine matter ermelons,
between the state and plums, apricots, cherries, tomatoes, year, regarding the relation to or
of
carthe United States Geological Survey grape fruit, new beets, turnips,
effect of high altitudes in the blood
rots, radishes,
cucumbers, - lettuce,
Phone Black is also explained.
pressure of the human body. The
The report is full of valuable statis- onions, soup bunches, peas, aspara- Qanto Fa MoHirill WTirtfV IliCt la&t
tical tables, and will bo of great bene- gus, spinach, celery, cabbage.
at the St. VincentSs sanitarium
Another Fine Bridge Seferino Ala-ri- night
fit to all who are in any way interand the following doctors from this
on
committee
the
and
chairman
its
of
water
ot
use
ested in the
city were present: President, Dr. J.
rights, for irrigation, and so forth, highways and bridges of the city A. Rolls; Secretary, Standley G. Small,
the
construction
council, has begun
throughout the state.
also Drs. J. M. Diaz, W. H. Lloyd, L.
. $16.35
. .
Small mans of the various drainage of the second out of three bridges
F,
Murray, W. Harroun and E. A.
rewhich are being built by the city. The
areas have been inserted in this
18.15
Col'do
.
Sunmounr
.
named
from
last
the
nort which gives tho location of tne present one under construction is Mera,
. . .
:
re- sanitarium.
. . . 62.85
gaging stations being maintained at the College street bridge, to be of
I
was
discussion
gone
dash
An
and
inforced
lines
oi
also
concrete,
and
pebble
ut
interesting
time
render you the
the
present
ways
are
. . . 66.45
40.00
There
blood pres(
most in tire service.
equal rainfall so far as available data finish, and will be completed in about into very carefully as to
Ogden,
Tho
Is
two
done
work
we know to save
weeks.
sthvsmomanometer.
sure and the
The
being
would permit.
To guide in the
New York
. . . 51.85
on by native artisans, and will be as society as a body are going to take up
Data are published for 1911-1moforists a good
care of tires. To
fine in construction as can be found the matter of the effect of high altithe following rivers arid creeks:
supply the means
part of their tire
On Sale June 1st to September
tudes on the blood pressure, and make
Animas river. Brazos river, Blue- - anywhere.
for promptly repairupkeep.
VOI1 will find
todav.
Dallv.
In
hninninn
no
is
tests.
There
point
Canadian
J'
elaborate
9
'J '
water creek, Cameron creek,
ing an injury to
One of these is
In minor city topics. America where these tests can be conAndrew's
tires.
river, Chico Rico creek, Cimarron We are Special
"how-can- can't
which
a
to
tires
give jou
going
ducted with surer results, as Santa Fe
Hvpr. Chaina river. Delaware river,
Let us show you
of
price, on one or more items is at an altitude of 7000 feet, and with
rim-cu- t
these ten
Gallinas river, Gila river, Horn river.
No-Ri- m
to
save
these
Cut
what
each day, for one day only,
things
of
!
oversize
py-cent
of
La
Plata
draw.
Lnmnbrieht
competent
river,
be
its
splendid corps
per
mean
these new-typ-e
Pinos river. Mimbres river, Mora you money on stap'es you have to siclans can and will adduce some
tires
,
a
have. For tomorrow it is: 3 boxes
tires, this per-facts that will be of value to the medriver, Navajo river, Piedra river,
tires, because of
WITHOUT
feet service. Let us
Matches, 10c.; ical world. The Santa Fe Medical so
river. Pajarito 1500 Best Double-diriver. Penasco
For additional information call on or address
these savings, now WITH OR
Double-diboxes 6000 Best
bring you lower
TREADS.
Rio Tularosa, Pio La Luz, Rio 12
to go on record and
outsell all others.
river,
expects
ciety
cost per mile.
35c.; 144 boxes 72000 Best
some things that the eastern
Fresnal, Rio Ruidoso, Rayado river. .Matches,
Another way is to
Regular prove
Matches," $3.65.
Rio Double-diRio Grande, Rio San Antonio,
do not know, and could not
medics
not
one
5c retailer, every
a match, why
239 San rVanciacp SU, Santa-- Fe, N. M.
Colorado, Rio Hondo, Rio Pueblo de
out
find
unless they lived and prac.
a
supply?
buy
year's
WOOD-DAVI- S
de
Fernando
Rio
Rio
Lucero,
Taos,
an altitude of Jhe height
The Elks Are Growlnjj At the ticed in
Taos, Rio Vallecitos, K)o Puerco, San

is the best that can
be produced. It is
made by the Boston
Woven Hose & Rubber Co., the largest
in the world.
is a superior
moulded pure
Para Rubber.
ly

I'

AT

TAILORED
owing to an overstock.
AND DRESS HATS greatly reduced in
UNTRIMMED SHAPES
ON
price.
10, 20 and 25 per cent discount. Don't
forget to get prices before purchasing
elsewhere.

HARD QUESTION

JK

.j.i to.

From the reports of the inspections14
made in compliance with Section
of the Militia Law, it appears tnat in
tu
many cases no records are piese.,
.
.i. inoMini? nltlcsr showing 'hat
been
Section 18 of the Militia aw has
complied with. Section-- ...l isl.ottorv to
every company, iruup buu
go
participate in practice marches or five
into camp of instruction at least
consecutive days, unless excused by
the governor, and to assemble for drill
and instruction at company, battalion
or regimental armories or rendezvous,
than
or for target practice, not less allottimes a year. The
twenty-fou- r
ment of funds made under Section
is based
16C1 of the Revised Statutes
w mi
in part upon the compliance
of necesIS, quoted above, and,
suoh compliance
of
evidence
sity
must be furnished the War Department to enable it to properly carry
out the provisions of the law. Verbal .,omo..ts nf orcanization commandjers cannot legally be accepted as such
evidence, and hereafter oniy pruyen,
records prekept and authenticated
sented to the Regular Army inspector
will be considered In fletermmins
compliance with this section.
ui
By direction of the secretary

PANAMA HATS

DICKINSON ASKS

it.
-mill
itin
i ry uur d
o be distributed to lie people n ee in
ran be
4iimwiui vf
...i.ii. ...ii
A copy or mis pumieauun
icam, ..nihlnir hottpr . .
charge.
race. auu
may be secured free upon application iiKed,f.n Hands ana
ina-to the State Engineer or the Unite
Promote
r.nmmisslon W
yiuiru nenimirnl Survey. Santa re,
N. Mex.
At .tQe'jaoming meeting to be held here
ouv the 19th of June, at which members' of the county road boards and
county commissioners of Taos, Rio
Arriba and Santa Fe counties will be
of a
preifint, to consider the building
IN TELEPHONING
Vom here to Taos, the state
business
The New Mexican, if your
commission has. stgnilien ns
Subscriptions Or
la ahn.it
to attenu rue
.viition
If
Chair
please call up rl '2B6. HIVE
job work,
to
promote the project.
. .
i u
tnr ni " l
you wnn id bcuiv. w
man Arthur Sellgman. oi tue Santa
any ncwa, picdec ijnw,.
Fe county roads board, who has been
the meeting and the
j forwarding
build
Read Andrews "ad" and help
of a new road to be con- sIvnntoH frnni Snntn Ke to the old
up Santa Fe.
FOR SALE All kinds or building trading pogt on
I10Ptht has receiv-- i
lumber. S14 Galisteo street.
trom
led an official commmiicntion
skirts
Clothes White
t ' a ii.iirh to that
Summer
'Tlw,
H!?:iin the rate.
, h(1 Verv rea- See the beautiful line
at sacrifice prices at Adoir beugman s. gQn t(j beleve tlult the ev road will
New ad. toaay tens yuu.
be nn assured fact at no very distant
as invigorating date.
A bath is twice

IS of the Militia Law.

Prepare Now!
4
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creek,
creek.
creek,
water

Mexico. The hheriff of umiumupe
the Lumi
county Texas, h.is notified is
there,
county' ofllciiiis that Robins
extraand being detained subject to
dition. C. R. Williams is designated
as the New Mexico agent to go after
land deliver Robins to me
tv authorities.
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'
meeting of the Elks' last Wednesday
were
evening the following candidates
initiated: Rev. Leonidas smun, jus.
Sweeney, Robert Fry, Millet Clancy,
A. T. Koch and Joseph Berardinelll.
The Elks are proving very popular
with Santa Fe people, and are initiatriver, San .lose rvier, Stevens;
new members at every
e; ing three to bIx
Kim Francisco river Santa
house in this city IN THE STEEL CORPORATION INclub
The
meeting.
Sapello river Una del Galo is one of the finest in the country
GARY, WHO
cieeU, V hit
Urraca creek,
QUIRY, OF
and the order has a membership
creek
which includes some of the leading
TESTIFIED YESTERDAY, AND SAID
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Proprietor.
Business Manager.
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WHOLESALE
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AND RETAIL

Mar-celin- o

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

TO

TEST

grain

B,KkLEO
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Denver & Rio Grande R.R.

Santa

HERSCH

ROUND TRIP

45

j

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
Pueblo

...

Springs
Denver,
Salt Lake City

Tire Service You've Been Wailing For

St. Paul

3

TO

St. Louis

21.10

Chicago

I

$47.35
51.85

Detroit

Buffalo

City 78.85

JOth.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
sixty days from date sale.

Good Year
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HARDWARE

WM, M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

CO.
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